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“In chemistry also, we are now conscious of the continuity of man’s intellectual 

effort; no longer does the current generation view the work of its forerunners 

with a disdainful lack of appreciation; and far from claiming infallibility, each 

successive age recognises the duty of developing its heritage from the past.” 

August Kekulé von Stradonitz (1821–1896)
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Abstract 

The studies described in this MSc. thesis are focused on the development of novel 

synthetic routes, using batch and continuous flow processes, for the preparation of eugenol 

derivatives, with potential application as fragrances. 

In chapter 1 a critical review of recent literature on the main topics of the thesis is 

presented. It includes selected papers about the preparation of fragrances using continuous 

flow systems, epoxidations, CO2 cycloadditions and oxidative carboxylation reactions, 

under batch and continuous flow conditions.  

Chapter 2 starts with the preparation of Mn(III) and Cr(III) porphyrin-based catalysts 

for epoxidation and CO2 cycloaddition reaction, respectively. After appropriate 

functionalization, the MnOAcTDCPP catalyst was immobilized onto silica and the material 

was fully characterized. 

After optimization of eugenol protection under batch and flow conditions, using both 

homogeneous and heterogeneous acid catalysts, the studies pursued with the optimization 

of epoxidation reactions using peroxy acids, O2 or H2O2 as oxidants. The best system was 

the H2O2 with imidazole as co-catalyst, which afforded excellent selectivity for epoxide 

formation, with a space-time yield of 0.32 g min-1 dm-3. 

Regarding the preparation of potential fragrance of eugenol cyclic carbonate type, 

two approaches were developed and the CO2 cycloaddition to epoxides revealed to be the 

best catalytic system, which lead to 91% isolated yield. 

In chapter 3, the techniques, experimental procedures and characterization of all the 

materials and products are described. 
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Resumo 

Os estudos descritos nesta dissertação de mestrado focam-se no desenvolvimento de 

novas vias sintéticas, usando processos em batch e em fluxo contínuo para preparação de 

derivados do eugenol, com potencial aplicação como fragâncias. 

No capítulo 1 é apresentada uma revisão crítica da literatura recente sobre os 

principais tópicos da tese. Inclui artigos selecionados para preparação de fragrâncias em 

sistemas de fluxo contínuo, epoxidações, cicloadições de CO2 e reações de carboxilação 

oxidativa, em condições batch e fluxo contínuo.  

O capítulo 2 inicia-se com a preparação de catalisadores de Mn(III) e Cr(III) 

porfirínicos, para reação de epoxidação e cicloadição de CO2, respetivamente. Após 

funcionalização adequada, o catalisador MnOAcTDCPP foi imobilizado em sílica e o 

material foi totalmente caracterizado.  

Após otimização da proteção do eugenol em condições de batch e fluxo contínuo, 

usando catalisadores ácidos homogêneos e heterogêneos, os estudos prosseguiram com a 

otimização das reações de epoxidação, usando perácidos, O2 ou H2O2 como oxidantes. O 

sistema de H2O2 foi considerado o melhor, com um “space-time-yield” de 0,32 g min-1 dm-

3. 

Relativamente à preparação das potencias fragrância do tipo carbonato cíclico de 

eugenol, duas abordagens foram desenvolvidas, sendo a cicloadição de CO2 a epóxidos o 

melhor sistema catalítico, que levou a 91% de rendimento isolado. 

No capítulo 3 são descritas as técnicas, procedimentos experimentais e caracterização 

de todos os materiais e produtos. 
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Nomenclature 

In this MSc Thesis, International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) 

guidelines regarding numbering and naming of compounds were followed, except for the 

porphyrin rings, which are promptly referred in this section. 

For the designation of the synthesized porphyrins in this Thesis, IUPAC numbering 

system was used, which consists in the numbering of all the carbon atoms from the 

macrocycle from 1 to 20 and the internal nitrogen from 21 to 24 (Figure I) Sometimes, 

Fischer’s terminology which designates the positions 5, 10, 15, 20 as meso and the 

positions 2, 3, 7, 8, 12, 13, 17 and 18 as positions β (beta) will be adopted.1 

 

Figure I. IUPAC numbering system used for porphyrins and their respective designations 

according to Fischer’s terminology. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 Fischer, Hans, Hans Orth, and Adolf Stern. Die Chemie Des Pyrrols. Leipzig : 

Akademische Verlagsgesellschaft, 1937. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

Introduction  

 

1.1 . Natural fragrances 

The use of fragrances was documented, for the first time, in ancient Egypt and 

Mesopotamia about 4000 years ago.1 In ancient Egypt, fragrances were made from oils 

obtained from plants, animal organs, or animal fat, such as ox, goose, cat, hippopotamus, 

and crocodile fats.1, 2 These perfumes were more frequently used for religious rituals, magic 

and medicine.2, 3 For private use, cinnamon, cardamom, myrrh, honey, wine or flowers 

were the main ingredients in perfume creation.1, 2 Later, the perfume tradition and 

techniques were shared with ancient Greeks, who exported these products over the 

Eurasian continent and later to the rest of the world.1, 2, 4 

Until the 19th century, practically all fragrances were from natural sources, but with 

the development of chemistry, new aromas became possible to create by synthetic means. 

The new fragrances shook the well-established market, causing a quick rise of new 

fragrance-related companies.5 According to Grand View Research,6 the fragrance industry 

had an estimated market of $23.35 billion in 2021, with over 4000 different fragrance 

molecules. Less than 5% of the reported fragrances are obtained directly from nature, the 

absolute majority are either fully synthetic molecules such Velberry, a fruity-sweet 

fragrance developed by BASF, or simply natural compound derivatives, like the Frescolat, 

a menthol derivative patented by Symrise (Figure 1.1).7  

 

 

Figure 1.1. Fragrance molecules.7  
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Natural fragrances may smell better than other compounds, however, some of them also 

have biological activity.8-12 In order to ensure the safety of the compounds, in-depth 

biological studies must be done. 

Analyzing the long-term side effects of fragrances is quite a challenge, as many 

perfumes and cosmetics come with a complex mixture of compounds, which sometimes 

can count up to hundreds of volatile compounds, making it difficult to interpret the cause 

of the side effects of a given fragrance.13 Another factor that difficults the interpretation of 

the results is the law. Companies are allowed to hide the full list of ingredients as a 

trademark secret, including substances that can cause severe health problems.14 Such laws 

are different in the USA and Europe: the Federal Fair Packaging and Labeling Act of 1973 

is the regulator for fragrances labeling in the USA, while in Europe the Regulation (EC) 

No 1223/2009 of 30/11/2009 is the law that only obligates the manufacturer to label 

fragrances which may trigger severe allergic reactions. With over 4000 different 

fragrances, only 27 of them must be listed on the European perfume labels.15 

In 2010, Canadian Campaign for Safe Cosmetics published a report, in which 17 

name-brand fragrance products were investigated for potentially dangerous fragrances, 

concluding that, while the fragrances that can trigger allergic reactions are labeled, 

hormone-disrupting chemicals are omitted. An average of four hormone-disrupting 

chemicals per product were reported, as they mimicked the estrogen and the thyroid 

hormones.16 The relationship between hormone-disrupting chemicals and cancer is well 

known, several individual fragrances were banned due to interference with the endocrine 

system.17 

Among the most widely used natural compound for fragrance manufacturing, we 

highlight eugenol (Figure 1.2). It is one of the compounds used as a building block for the 

development of new fragrances and is the starting point of this work. Besides its pleasant 

flavor and aroma, eugenol also possesses antioxidant, antimutagenic, antigenotoxic, anti-

inflammatory, and anticancer properties.18-26 Due to its anti-inflammatory and 

antimicrobial properties, eugenol can be often found in inhalation and aerosol medicines, 

such as Aromatol, Amol, or Olbas.27  

 

Figure 1.2. Chemical structure of eugenol (4-allyl-2-methoxyphenol). 
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Eugenol (4-allyl-2-methoxyphenol) is a natural volatile compound with fragrance 

properties, found in different plants, such as cinnamon, nutmeg, tea leaves, and clove.28 

Eugenol has many applications in the Flavors & Fragrances (F&F) industry, it can be 

commonly found in perfumes with fruity flavors, as a spicy flavoring in whisky, in ice 

creams, baked goods, and candies.29 Since 2019, a great number of review articles (ca. 85) 

were published, regarding the extension of eugenol applications in the medicinal field. 

Therefore, many groups focused on the chemical modification of eugenol using 

hydroformylation,30-32 epoxidation,33-35 and other reactions.36 

It should be noted that research in the area of chemical transformation of new 

fragrances has also undergone major developments in the search for sustainable processes, 

in line with the principles of green chemistry.37 In this regard, we highlight flow chemistry 

that emerged as an alternative synthetic tool to perform the total synthesis of fragrance 

compounds. This is one of the main goals of the experimental work described in this thesis, 

in the next section, we present a critical literature review of the most relevant examples of 

fragrance development through continuous flow chemical processes. 

 

1.2 . Flow Chemistry in Fragrance Synthesis  

Currently, batch synthetic methods are the most commonly used in 

industrialfragrance preparation although they present several limitations, particularly for 

scale-up production.38 So, continuous-flow methods became a trendy alternative, allowing 

the efficient synthesis of a wide range of fragrances with higher yields, less waste and side-

product formation and higher energetic efficiency, when compared with traditional batch 

synthetic methods.39-41 

Flow chemistry is a method of mixing reagents in a continuous flow process, 

pumping them through channels instead of reaction flasks/reactors, leading to a high 

surface to area ratio, allowing high heat and mass exchange. Additionally, the use of pumps 

in flow chemistry brings the possibility to pressurize the liquids, without other specialized 

equipment (Figure 1.3).42-44 The biggest interest in flow chemistry lies within the industrial 

sector, as reactions made using continuous flow processes are easy to scale up and they are 

overall safer when compared with industrial scale batch reactions.45 The use of continuous 

flow methods allows the synthesis of diverse compounds without the need for intermediate 

purification, which decreases the use of solvents significantly, increasing the sustainability 

of this method.45, 46 All these issues led the companies such as Merk, Pfizer, BASF to give 
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high priority to flow chemistry in their R&D departments.47 Among the most recent 

applications we highlight the use of flow chemistry for the microencapsulation of the Pfizer 

Covid vaccine, which increased the production of the vaccine several times.48  

 

 

Figure 1.3. Schematic comparison between batch and continuous flow systems. 

 

Regarding fragrance preparation and considering their high volatility, batch methods 

have low efficiency since parts of the reagents and product can evaporate during the 

process. This loss can be prevented by implementing a continuous flow system, as it is a 

pseudo-closed system, where heat distribution, pressure, and reaction time are strictly 

regulated.49, 50 The F&F industry was one of the first companies to implement continuous 

flow processes to solve this problem.49 A remarkable example of continuous flow synthesis 

of fragrances was patented and then implemented by BASF in 2004 for the synthesis of 

citral from isobutylene and formaldehyde, producing 40,000 tons of citral per year (Scheme 

1.1).51  
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Scheme 1.1. Continuous flow process for the synthesis of Citral developed by BASF.51 

  

Later, in 2012, BASF also developed and applied a continuous flow system for the 

synthesis of menthol from citral, in which higher product purity was obtained than 

previously developed batch products, Scheme 1.2.52 

 

 

Scheme 1.2. Menthol commercial synthesis method developed by BASF.52 

 

Tessaro described the synthesis of leather cyclohexanol and woody acetate, known 

commercial fragrances.53 For that purpose, the authors used commercially available 

enzymes (alcohol dehydrogenases) to stereoselectively reduce the corresponding ketones, 

as shown below (Scheme 1.3). Since different enantiomers have different aromas, the 

stereoselectivity of these processes is an extremely relevant parameter. Using this strategy, 

the authors reported, for leather cyclohexanol enantioselectivity of 87% with 90% yield, 

while woody acetate had 99% enantioselectivity with 81% yield.  
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Scheme 1.3. Woody acetate synthesis under flow conditions, described by D. Tessaro.53 

 

Réguillon described the photo-oxidation of citronellol under flow conditions. This 

reaction was used for the production of rose oxide di-hydroxylated precursors and is 

currently one of the few photo-oxidative processes that used flow chemistry at an industrial 

scale, producing around 100 tons per year.54, 55 Réguillon used TPP as photosensitizer and 

LEDs as light source (Scheme 1.4).56 As the resulting products from this reaction are 

hydroperoxides, the authors had to adopt several precautions, including the in-line 

quenching, using triphenylphosphine to reduce the peroxide to alcohol and dilute the 

solution. For instance, for citronellol, the authors diluted the solution up to 0.05 M 

concentration to obtain ca. 95% conversion within 1.2 minutes.  

 

 

Scheme 1.4. Photo-oxidation of citronellol under continuous flow described by Réguillon.56 

 

In 2021, Kirschning described the synthetic method for macrocyclic compounds, 

which are used in the fragrance industry due to their musk-like aroma (Scheme 1.5).57 
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Using concentrated hydrogen peroxide, formic acid, and nitric acid mixture together with 

a ketone or lactone results in unstable triperoxides. These triperoxides can be pyrolyzed at 

temperatures above 230 °C, resulting in the desired macrocycles. Although this reaction is 

not new, its transposition from laboratory to industrial scale was impossible to date, as it 

requires extreme conditions, the use of dangerous reagent mixtures (30% H2O2, 65% HNO3) 

and highly explosive triperoxide intermediates. However, with the use of flow conditions, 

the overall safety issues were minimized, since only small amounts of concentrated 

hydrogen peroxide and triperoxide intermediates are exposed to high temperatures, 

allowing its implementation at a higher scale. 

 

Scheme 1.5. Synthesis of ketone and lactone macrocycles under flow conditions described by 

Kirschning.57 

 

Among the multiple chemical transformations involved in the 

synthesis/functionalization of natural products for fragrance preparation, we highlight the 

catalytic epoxidation and CO2 cycloaddition reactions, which are also the reactions studied 

in this thesis. Therefore, in the following sections, we present a literature review of batch 

versus continuous flow processes for the implementation of these catalytic reactions in 

natural product transformations. 

 

1.3 . Epoxidations of natural products  

Epoxides are quite useful intermediates in fragrance synthetic chemistry, as they can 

react with nucleophiles leading to ring-opening reactions, can undergo cycloaddition 

reactions to CO2 leading to the preparation of cyclic carbonates, rearrangement reactions, 

among others.58-60 (Scheme 1.6). 
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Scheme 1.6. Epoxide ring transformations. 

 

Although the direct use of epoxide ring molecules in the perfume industry is rare, 

there are some examples of the application of terpenoid-based epoxides and the respective 

derivatives (ex. Folenox, Andrane, Ionone epoxide, Caryophyllene oxide) as fragrances 

(Figure 1.4). 

 

 

Figure 1.4. Examples of terpenoid-based epoxides fragrances. 
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The relevance of natural compound epoxidation is well illustrated by the publication 

of several reviews over the last few years,61-71 some of them describing the epoxidation of 

natural oils.72-74 Herein, we focus on the application of natural-product epoxidation 

reactions for the preparation of potential fragrances, reported over the last three years 

(Table 1.1). The epoxidation of high molecular weight compounds, such as fatty acids, 

were excluded since they have limited application in the fragrance industry. 

An example of limonene epoxidation was described by F. Parrino.75 Catalytic and 

photocatalytic epoxidations were described, using titanium and manganese nanoparticles 

immobilized in mesoporous silica as heterogeneous catalysts. Molecular oxygen was used 

as green oxidant, while isobutyraldehyde or n-hexanal have been used as “sacrificial” co-

reductants. The best result was obtained with the bimetallic catalyst based on titanium 

oxide doped with manganese oxide, resulting in 90% conversion and 84% epoxide 

selectivity, at 60 °C. Regarding the photocatalytic process, carried at 25 °C and 

atmospheric pressure, 80% conversion and 50% selectivity for epoxide were obtained 

(Table 1.1, entry 1). Although the selectivity of the photocatalytic process was lower, it 

doesn't require the use of a co-reductant, which, in some cases, can be considered a more 

sustainable approach as it decreases waste. 

 

Table 1.1. Epoxidation of natural compounds described over the past 3 years in batch conditions. 

Entry Products Catalyst Oxidant Conditions & Results 

175 

 

TSMn-10 O2 

• 2.5 eq of isobutyraldehyde 

• CH2Cl2 as solvent  

• 60 °C 

• 5 bar O2 pressure 

• 0.5% of cat. 

• 3 h 

• 100% conversion 

• 40% selectivity to 1,2-

epoxide 

276 

 

[Co3(OH2)6(A-

PW9O34)2]12− 

Aliquat 336 as co-cat. 

H2O2 

• CH2Cl2/H2O (biphasic 

reaction) 

• 2.5 h 

• 15 °C 

• 0.5 mol% cat. 

• 94% conversion 

• 99% selectivity 
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Table 1.1. Epoxidation of natural compounds described over the past 3 years in batch conditions 

Entry Products Catalyst Oxidant Conditions & Results 

377 

 

H3PMo12O40 H2O2 

• 0.66 mol% of cat. 

• 1 eq of oxidant 

• 8 h 

• CH3CN solvent 

• 25 °C 

• 96% conversion 

• 92% selectivity 

478 

 

titanosilicate H2O2 

• CH3CN 

• 1 eq. of H2O2 

• 60 °C 

• 180 min 

• 16.6 conversion 

• 55% selectivity 

579 

 

Cu-based nanosheets O2 

• THF 

• 60 °C 

• 18h 

• 1 bar of O2 

• 0.1 eq. of TBHP 

• 87% yield 

680 

 
------ mCPBA 

• CH2Cl2 

• 25 °C 

• 1.5 eq. of mCPBA 

• 7-67% yield 

781 

 

------ mCPBA 

• 6 eq. of mCPBA 

• CH2Cl2 

• 24 h 

• 25 °C 

• 69% yield 

882 

 

PW4O24[MeN+ 

(C8H17)]3 
H2O2 

• Neat 

• 1.6 eq. of H2O2 

• 50 °C 

• 16.7 min 

• Continuous flow 

• 89% conversion 

• 90% selectivity 

 

In 2020, Li did an in-depth study on allylic alcohols epoxidation using metallic 

phosphopolyoxotungstate anions as catalyst, Aliquat 336 as co-catalyst and H2O2 as 
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oxidant. (Table 1.1, entry 2).76 Three different metallic ions were used in this study, 

resulting in the following poly-acids: [Ni3(OH2)3(B-PW9O34)WO5(H2O)]7-, [Co3(OH2)6(A-

PW9O34)2]
12-, and [WZn(Mn(OH)2)2(B-ZnW9O34)2]12-. They were evaluated in geraniol 

epoxidation being the cobalt catalyst the more efficient and selective, with 94% conversion 

and 99% selectivity for epoxide. 

Later, in 2021, Silva described the use of Bronsted acids as catalysts for epoxidations 

of terpenes using H2O2 as green oxidant (Table 1.1, entry 3).77 They obtained good 

conversions using phosphomolybdic acid and phosphotungstic acid, 95% conversion with 

98% selectivity for epoxide in 1 hour for the phosphomolybdic acid, while the 

phosphotungstic acid conversion was 60% with 50% selectivity for the epoxide at the end 

of 8 hours. Other acids such as sulfuric and p-toluenesulfonic acid showed 20-40% 

conversion in 8 hours, with only 30-45% selectivity for the epoxide.  

Zeolites have been also described in oxidation reactions, including epoxidations. Jan 

Přech et al. described four different titanium silicates (TS) in the oxidation of citronellol, a 

terpene widely used as a fragrance (Table 1.1, entry 4).78 The author describes the use of 

conventional morphology TS, mesoporous TS, layered TS, and silica-titania Pillared TS in 

epoxidation reactions using hydrogen peroxide as oxidant. The results with 1 equivalent of 

H2O2 in 180 minutes were 22% conversion with 71% selectivity for the conventional TS, 

with layered TS 17% conversion and 55% selectivity, with mesoporous 19% conversion 

with 68% selectivity, and for last, the pillared TS resulted in 30% conversion and 40% 

selectivity. Their selectivity was low in all the silicates due to ring-opening reactions with 

water. The use of zeolites is interesting from the Green Chemistry point of view, as they 

are an example of a reusable heterogeneous catalyst, easily prepared through eco-friendly 

reagents and conditions, although only moderate results were obtained in the epoxidation 

reactions. 

A recent publication on β-caryophyllene epoxidation was reported by D. Yin and co-

workers, using an heterogeneous copper-based catalyst, L-isoleucine aminoacid as ligand, 

molecular oxygen as oxidant and catalytic amounts of TBHP (Table 1.1, entry 5).79 The 

molecular oxygen in the presence of the catalyst regenerates the used TBHP and then 

catalyzes the oxidation of the olefin. As a result, small amounts of TBHP are enough to 

obtain full conversion with 100% selectivity in 18 hours. Although the conversion for 

epoxide was 100%, the yield was 87% due to isomerization reactions. The copper catalyst 

was recycled 4 times without loss of catalytic activity, maintaining the same conversion 

and selectivity over time. 
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Scheme 1.7. Epoxidation of β-caryophyllene described by D. Yin.79 

 

In 2020, Gonçalves reported the epoxidation of eugenol derivatives to modulate the 

anti-cancer properties of these compounds. The epoxidation was performed using mCPBA, 

resulting in 7 to 67% yields in 24 hours (Table 1.1, entry 6).80 A similar strategy was 

reported by Okopi and Affiku, in which methyl eugenol epoxide was synthesized, followed 

by the ring-opening in the presence of propanol, to compare the fragrance properties of 

each compound (Table 1.1, entry 7, Scheme 1.8).81 The authors concluded that the epoxide 

derivative had a strong floral aroma, while the corresponding hydroxy ether had a pungent 

glue-like smell.  

 

 

Scheme 1.8. OKopi & Affiku methyl eugenol modifications.81 

 

In 2021, S. Bull et al. developed a continuous flow epoxidation process of terpenoids 

using hydrogen peroxide as oxidant and a recyclable tungsten-based polyoxometalate as 

catalyst (Table 1.1, entry 8, Scheme 1.9). Using 2 mol% of catalyst and 1.6 equivalents of 

H2O2 as oxidant, 89% conversion with 90% selectivity was achieved for limonene oxide 

within 16.7 minutes. Although the authors state the possibility of catalyst recycling, 

catalyst reuse was not reported.  
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Scheme 1.9. Epoxidation of limonene under flow conditions proposed by S. Bull et al .82 

 

To the best of our knowledge, this was the only example of the application of natural 

products epoxidation under continuous flow conditions83 for the preparation of potential 

fragrance and constitutes the starting point for the studies developed in this Master thesis. 

 

1.4 . CO2 Cycloaddition to Epoxides  

Over the past few decades, the use of carbon dioxide as a reagent has gained more 

and more attention. In early studies, the efficiency of the used catalysts for CO2 activation 

reactions was low and, as result, extreme conditions were required.84-86 Nowadays, the 

reaction conditions are much milder due to the development of more active and selective 

catalysts. There are many applications for CO2, from the synthesis of methanol to 

polycarbonate polymer to biologically relevant urea compounds. Some examples of CO2 

applications are represented below (Scheme 1.10). 
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Scheme 1.10. Possible CO2 application as C1 building block. 

 

Cycloaddition reactions of CO2 to epoxides are one of the most studied reactions as 

they yield cyclic carbonates, which find numerous applications, such as their use as green 

solvents, battery electrolytes or as relevant building blocks for the synthesis of both fine 

and bulk chemicals.87 According to “web of science” database, over the past 3 years, ca. 

430 articles related to CO2 cycloaddition were published, which shows the relevance and 

high impact of this topic.88-95 

Like the epoxidation reaction, CO2 cycloadditions performed under batch processes 

are the most common way to obtain cyclic carbonates, and the vast majority of the 

substrates used so far belong to non-renewable sources. In Table 1.2, we present the list of 

cycloaddition reactions of CO2 to natural-based epoxides, reported over the past 3 years. 

Once again, molecules with high molecular weight, such as fatty acids, were omitted since 

they are not relevant for fragrance manufacturing. 

In 2019, Lacroix-Desmazes reported a study in which several derivatives of eugenol 

epoxide were used as monomers (Table 1.2, entry 1).96 The authors used 3 mol% of 

tetrabutylammonium bromide as catalyst, 20 bar of CO2 pressure and ethyl acetate as 

solvent, obtaining 66% yield of cyclic carbonate, after 48 h. Similar conditions were used 
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by Harvey for the cycloaddition reaction of CO2 with 1,2-limonene oxide (Table 1.2, entry 

2).97 It should be noted that in the cycloaddition reaction of CO2 to sterically hindered 

epoxides, such as 1,2-limonene oxide, the halide size had a significant influence on the 

overall conversion being chloride ion the most efficient. Additionally, the authors also 

observed a significant influence of the solvent on the catalytic activity, being the polar 

aprotic solvent the most efficient (DMF> propylene carbonate> acetonitrile> toluene). In 

the best conditions, 75% conversion and 100% selectivity toward the cyclic carbonate were 

obtained after 10 h, using DMF as solvent.  

Sánchez reported CO2 cycloaddition to several natural compound oxides, namely 

furfural, limonene, carvone, carvyl acetate, terpinen-4-ol, and ionone oxide, using 

aluminum scorpionates as catalysts and PPNBr or tetrabutylammonium bromide (TBAB) 

as co-catalyst. In all cases, full conversion with high selectivities were obtained (Table 1.2, 

entry 3, Scheme 1.11-A).98 The effect of the co-catalyst was also described with the best 

results achieved using bromide ions (full conversion in 3 hours). Later, the same group 

released another aluminum-based scorpionate catalyst for the cycloaddition of CO2 to 

limonene oxide, using PPNCl as co-catalyst (Table 1.2, Entry 4, Scheme 1.11-B).99 This 

catalyst had lower activity than the previous one due to higher steric hindrance around the 

metal centers, achieving full conversion only for terminal epoxides. On the bright side, this 

catalyst was stereoselective toward the trans products, giving the desired carbonate with 

99% stereoselectivity. 
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Scheme 1.11. CO2 cycloaddition reactions to 1,2-limonene oxide, described by A. 

Sánchez group.98, 99 

 

An interesting approach for the synthesis of limonene cyclic carbonate was proposed 

by Nunes through CO2 cycloaddition to 1,2-limonene epoxide, using an immobilized ionic 

catalyst (Table 1.2, Entry 5).100 The ionic liquid [Aliquat][Cl] was supported into alginate 

and a silica aerogel matrix. The immobilization in silica completely deactivated the 

catalyst, while the alginate-supported ionic liquid catalysts gave 35% conversion. The 

authors did not present recycling and reuse studies.  
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Despite the recent advances on CO2 cycloaddition to epoxides in continuous flow,101 

to the best of our knowledge, there are no studies on the synthesis of cyclic carbonates 

using natural-based epoxides in continuous flow conditions, applied in fragrances 

synthesis. Thus, one of the main goals of this thesis is to synthesize cyclic carbonates 

Table 1.2. CO2 Cycloaddition reaction to epoxides of natural products, described in the literature over the 

past 3 years. 

Entry Product Catalyst Conditions and Results 

196 

 

TBAB 

• EtOAc 

• 80 °C 

• 3 wt% of cat. 

• 20 bar of CO2 

• 48 h 

• 66% yield 

297 

 

TBAC 

• 20 h 

• 120 °C 

• 40 bar CO2 

• 6 mol% of cat 

• DMF 

• 87% conversion 

• cis/trans-isomers (40:60) 

398 

 

aluminum scorpionate 

• 0.25 mol% of cat. 

• 0.25 mol% of TBAC 

• 80 °C 

• 16 h 

• 10 bar of CO2 

• 81% yield 

499 

 

aluminum scorpionate 

• 10 bar CO2 

• 66 h 

• 1 mol% of cat. 

• 3 mol% of PPNCl 

• 70 °C 

• 76% yield 

• cis/trans 43:57 

5100 

 

ionic liquid [Aliquat][Cl] 

• 48 h 

• 80 °C 

• 40 bar of CO2 

• 35% conversion 
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derived from natural compounds, using flow chemistry processes aiming the final 

production of potential fragrances. 

 

1.5. Sequential epoxidation-carboxylation reactions 

In the pursuit of a target molecule, an organic chemist must perform several reactions 

while isolating all intermediates so the subsequent transformations can be done without 

interferences. Aiming for the development of more sustainable chemical processes, 

sequential reactions were developed. They consist on the implementation of several distinct 

and consecutive transformations into one single sequence, without isolating the 

intermediates.102 Sequential reactions are well known for reducing the amount of chemical 

waste produced, labor, time, safety, and cost.103 

Quite often, sequential reactions involve multiple, highly selective, reactions. Many 

times, catalysts are employed in sequential reactions as they increase the selectivity of a 

given reaction. High selectivities can nullify the necessity to purify a reaction, motivating 

many groups to search for highly selective and efficient catalysts for those purposes.102 

 

 

Figure 1.5. Graphical explanation of a sequential reaction. 

 

Sequential reactions that proceed in automatic continuous flow processes involving 

precise space and time addition of reagents are particularly interesting.104 Over the past 5 

years, a series of publications in high-impact international journals, related to sequential 

reactions under continuous flow conditions were reported.105-110  

Among them we highlight the sequential flow reaction based on epoxidation of 

olefins followed by CO2 cycloaddition, without isolation of the epoxide. This reaction is 

also known as oxidative carboxylation. There are different pathways to obtain the cyclic 

carbonate: i) sequential oxidation followed by carboxylation, ii) simultaneous oxidation 

and carboxylation, and iii) carboxylation via oxyhalogenation (Scheme 1.12). The main 

difficulty to implement these sequential oxidative carboxylations is related to the 
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incompatibility between the catalysts and the reaction conditions, as the epoxidation 

requires an oxidant that frequently is incompatible with the catalytic system used in the 

CO2 cycloaddition step.104 

 

  

Scheme 1.12. Different reaction pathways for oxidative carboxylation reactions. 

 

Among the most significant sequential approaches, we highlight the work developed 

by Coimbra Catalysis & Fine Chemistry group in which a metalloporphyrin immobilized 

onto magnetic nanoparticles was efficiently used for sequential epoxidation/CO2 

cycloaddition reactions, using green oxidants, such as molecular oxygen or H2O2 (Table 

1.3, Entry 1, Scheme 1.13).111 Both oxidants gave high conversions and selectivity toward 

epoxide. Without epoxide isolation, the catalyst was removed using a magnet, and a 

chromium porphyrin was added to promote the CO2 cycloaddition, yielding 70% of 

isolated styrene carbonate, when H2O2 was used as oxidant. It should be noted that when 

oxygen was used, a complex mixture of products was obtained without any evidence for 

the formation of cyclic carbonates. The authors suggested that this result may be attributed 

to the epoxide ring-opening reaction initiated by the isobutyric acid produced in the 

epoxidation step. To overcome this problem the epoxide solution was neutralized with a 

basic aqueous solution before proceeding to the CO2 cycloaddition step. Under these 

conditions the authors obtained up to 52% yield for cyclic carbonates.  
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Scheme 1.13. Sequential oxidative carboxylation described by Pereira.111  

 

Another less explored pathway is the simultaneous oxidation-carboxylation 

approach. Among the few examples reported so far, we highlight the work developed by 

Jing, where a ruthenium porphyrin was able to promote the epoxidation of styrene with 

molecular oxygen without any co-reductor, followed by in situ CO2 cycloaddition, yielding 

79% of styrene cyclic carbonate in 48 h. This is a promising sustainable approach since 

there is no need for a co-reductant, and the cyclic carbonate can be directly obtained from 

olefins with a 100% atom economy (Table 1.3, Entry 3).112 

Regarding the oxidative carboxylation of natural compounds with potential 

application as fragrance, Harvey reported a limonene epoxidation using the bromohydrine 

methodology, followed by CO2 cycloaddition (Table 1.3, entry 8, Scheme 1.14).113 First, 

the bromination of the olefin was carried out, using 2 equivalents of N-bromosuccinimide 

(NBS) and water as solvent. Then, in the presence of NaOH, the intramolecular reaction 

led to the formation of the desired epoxide with 97% yield in 5 minutes. This method has 

high diastereoselectivity with a cis/trans ratio of 4.3 to 95.7. For the cycloaddition step, the 

authors used 6 mol% tetrabutylammonium bromide as catalyst and CO2 as a renewable 

reagent (30 bar) at 120 °C, obtaining 87% yield for the 1,2-limonene cyclic carbonate in 

20 h. 

 

Scheme 1.14. oxidative carboxylation described by Harvey.113 
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Table 1.3. Sequential epoxidation-CO2 cycloaddition reactions described in the literature. 

Entry Substrate Catalyst Reaction Conditions Results 

1111 

 
 

Oxidation: M=MnOac; R=o-Cl2Ph; R2=Py 

C3H6@SiO2; R3=H 

CO2 Cycloaddition: M=CrCl; R=R2= p-

CF3Ph  R3=NHC3H6@SiO2   

Oxidation with O2: 

CH2Cl2 as solvent,         

25 °C, 140 min,                  

5 eq. Isobutyraldehyde,       

0.07 mol% catalyst. 

Oxidation with H2O2: 

CH3CN as solvent,          

25 °C, 45 min,                  

0.5 eq. NH4OAc,         

0.07 mol% catalyst. 

CO2 cycloaddition: 

0.07 mol% PPNCl as co-

cat., 80 °C, 10 bar, 24 h, 

0.07 mol% catalyst. 

70% yield while 

using H2O2 as 

oxidant 

52% yield while 

using O2 as 

oxidant 

 

2114 

  

6 mol% of cat., 4 eq of 

TBHP, 20 bar CO2, 30 h, 

65 °C 

91.2% conversion 

with 82.3% 

selectivity 

3112 

 

 

0.05 mol% catalyst,         

2 eq. of TBAI,                      

5 bar of O2,                         

11 bar of CO2, CH2Cl2, 

30 °C, 48 h. 

79% yield,  

4115 

 

 

11 mol% of TBAB,         

1.5 eq of TBHP,             

150 bar of CO2, 80 °C 

and 6 h 

33% yield 

5116 

 

Gold nanoparticles 

0.01 wt% of gold 

nanoparticles, 1.5 eq of 

TBHP, 80 °C,   3 h and 

40 bar of CO2   

50.6% of yield  

6117 

 

ImBr-MOF-545(Mn) 

5 wt% of cat.,                      

2 eq. of 

isobutyraldehyde, 5 bar 

of O2, 5 bar of CO2, 10 h, 

70 °C 

88.2% yield 
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Table 1.3. Sequential epoxidation-CO2 cycloaddition reactions described in the literature. 

Entry Substrate Catalyst Reaction Conditions Results 

7118 

 

Oxidation: Au/SiO2 

CO2 cycloaddition: ZnBr2 

Oxidation: 5 wt% 

Au/SiO2 (2.5 mol%),     

1.5 eq. of TBHP, 80 °C, 

4 h  

CO2 cycloadtion: 2.5 

mol% ZnBr2, 5% of 

TBAB, 80 bar of CO2, 80 

°C and 4 h  

42% yield  

8113 

 

 

Oxidation: 2 eq. of 

NBS, H2O and acetone 

as solvent, NaOH, 2 h, 

60 °C 

 

CO2 cycloaddition: 6 

mol% TBAC, 120 °C, 30 

bar CO2, 20 h 

87% yield for the 

1,2-limonene 

carbonate 

9119 

 

------ 

Continuous flow: 

Oxidation: water and 

acetone as solvent, 1.2 

eq. of NBS, 0.1 eq. of 

NH4OAc, 30 min, 40 °C 

CO2 cycloaddition: 9 

bar of CO2, 1.3 eq. of 

DBU, 10 minutes, 100 

°C. 

75% yield 

10104 

 

Oxidation: Methylrhenium trioxide 

CO2 cycloaddition: 

 

Continuous flow: 

Oxidation: CH2Cl2 as 

solvent, 1 mol% of 

catalyst, 24 mol% 3-

Methylpyrazole, 5 eq. of 

H2O2, 40 °C, 60 min  

CO2 cycloaddition: 7.5 

bar of CO2, 2 mol% of 

catalyst, 10 mol% of 

TBAI, 100 °C, 75 min 

98% yield 
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Continuous flow sequential carboxylation processes 

Regarding continuous flow oxidative carboxylation processes, an oxyhalogenation 

carboxylation approach was described by Jamison in 2014, using also NBS as a 

bromination agent and DBU as a base (Table 1.3. entry 9, Scheme 1.15).119 However, the 

oxyhalogenation pathway presents a major disadvantage related to the use of stoichiometric 

amounts of halogenation agent.  

 

 

Scheme 1.15. Oxyhalogenation carboxylation process, described by Jamison.119 

 

A more sustainable approach is the sequential oxidative-carboxylation pathway 

described by Rioux (Table 1.3. entry 10, Scheme 1.16).104 The authors describe the 

oxidation of styrene using methylrhenium trioxide as catalysts and H2O2 as oxidant, 

followed by CO2 cycloaddition, using a homogenous aluminum amino trisphenolate 

catalyst and tetrabutylammonium iodide (TBAI) as co-catalyst. The two reactions, 

epoxidation and cycloaddition, were first optimized apart before putting them in a single 

sequence. For the epoxidation the optimal conditions were 1 mol% methylrhenium trioxide 

of catalyst, 24 mol% 3-methylpyrazole and 5 equivalents of hydrogen peroxide, with 30 

minutes residence time at 40 °C, yielding 97% conversion. For the CO2 cycloaddition, the 

optimal conditions were 2 mol% of aluminum amino trisphenolate catalyst, 10 mol% of 

TBAI, 7.5 bar of CO2, 75 minutes of residence time and 100 °C temperature, giving 100% 

conversion and selectivity. After optimization of the individual reactions, the reaction was 

performed consecutively, separating the aqueous phase resulting from the epoxidation with 

a membrane, before adding the aluminum catalyst. Using this approach, 98% yield for the 

styrene carbonate was achieved. 
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Scheme 1.16. Sequential oxidative-carboxylation reaction described by R. Rioux.104 

 

Despite the latest achievements, there is still work to be done regarding the 

optimization of sustainable oxidative carboxylation sequential processes to turn this 

strategy into a real synthetic tool for the implementation of large-scale preparation of value-

added products. Particularly the scope of the reaction is yet to be extended to 

natural/sustainable compounds and the use of heterogeneous catalysts is also lacking. It is 

also necessary to design reusable, selective and active catalysts. Therefore, in this work, 

we intended to develop sustainable sequential epoxidation/CO2 addition processes via flow 

chemistry for the synthesis of natural-based fragrances. 
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1.6. Thesis Goals 

Considering the state-of-the-art, the main goal of this work is the synthesis of natural-

based eugenol derivatives as potential fragrances, using Green Chemistry principles and 

flow chemistry processes (Figure 1.7). The synthetic approaches include the protection of 

the eugenol hydroxyl group, followed by epoxidation of the C=C double bond, and epoxide 

ring expansion through CO2 cycloaddition reactions. Furthermore, the characterization and 

toxicity studies of the new natural-based molecules, performed in vitro on human breast 

cells are intended to evaluate the potential of the new molecules as new fragrances.  

 

Figure 1.6. Thesis graphical abstract 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

Chemical Transformations of Eugenol 

 

Eugenol (4-allyl-2-methoxyphenol) is a natural volatile compound with fragrant 

properties, found in different plants, such as cinnamon, nutmeg, tea, and clove.1 Its 

structure is composed by a phenol group and a terminal olefin, which makes it a great 

building block for the preparation of value-added compounds (Figure 2.1). 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Eugenol structure. 

 

Eugenol is widely known for its application in the flavor and fragrance industries.2 

Recently, eugenol has also received a lot of attention due to its pharmacological potential. 

Several reviews were published on eugenol biological activities.3-10 Clove oil, which is 

almost fully consisted of eugenol (90-95%), was used in traditional Chinese medicine for 

more than 1500 years due to its antimicrobial, antispasmodic, antiparasitic and was 

commonly used to treat dyspepsia, gastritis and diarrhea.11 In Europe, eugenol was used 

since the 17th century to treat toothaches. Today, eugenol is still used in dentary medicine 

in form of a thick mixture with zinc oxide to fill tooth roots and cavities.12 More recently, 
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eugenol has been used in oral care products created by Solvay, not only as a fragrance 

and flavor ingredient but as an anti-bacterial and anti-inflammatory agent.13 

Considering the global interest of the catalysis and fine chemistry (C&FC) research 

group in the development of sustainable synthetic processes, this work was guided 

towards the transposition of batch processes to continuous flow systems for the 

sustainable development of eugenol transformations via epoxidation and CO2 

cycloaddition reactions.  

This chapter is divided into two sections: in the first, we present the synthesis of 

metalloporphyrins, developed for application as catalysts in epoxidation and CO2 

cycloaddition reactions. In the second section, we present the studies of eugenol 

modifications using both batch methodology and its transposition to continuous flow 

systems, namely epoxidation reaction followed by CO2 cycloaddition reaction. The main 

purpose was to prepare eugenol derivatives containing cyclic carbonates functionalities, 

which can be considered potential candidates for the development of new fragrances. 

 

2.1. Synthesis of metalloporphyrin-based catalysts 

Porphyrins play a key role in diverse biological systems and are essential for many 

living beings including humans. Their application in catalysis is widely known for being 

an efficient and versatile organic ligand. Observing the cytochrome P-450 high activity 

and selectivity for monooxygenation reactions, Groves and co-workers presented the first 

oxygenation reaction using a bioinspired synthetic metalloporphyrin.14 Since then, 

porphyrins and metalloporphyrins have been widely used as effective ligands and 

catalysts in a number of reactions, namely in epoxidations, CO2 cycloadditions, C-H 

hydroxylations, hydroxyl group oxidations and many others. 15-18 

Porphyrins have two modulable positions, the meso and β positions, which can be 

modified to enhance the catalytic properties (Figure 2.2). In the center of the porphyrin 

are located four nitrogen atoms capable of coordinating with diverse metals, such as iron, 

chromium or manganese. Two of these nitrogen atoms act as electron dative donors while 

the other two create coordinating bonds. The conjunction of dative and coordinating 

bonds stabilizes the metal, preventing its leaching during the catalytic process.  
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Figure 2.2. General structure of a metalloporphyrin catalyst showing its versatility. 

  

It is well-established that halogen atoms at the ortho positions of the meso-phenyl 

groups are known to increase the stability and activity of metalloporphyrin catalysts, due 

to steric hindrance and through the withdrawing of electrons from the metal, making it 

more acidic, and consequently more active in the designed catalytic reactions.19 Therefore, 

our studies started with the synthesis of halogenated porphyrins, namely MnOAc-TDCPP 

(CAT1) intended to be used as catalyst for epoxidation reactions and CrCl-p-CF3TPP 

(CAT2) intended to be evaluated as catalyst for CO2 cycloaddition reactions to epoxides 

(Figure 2.3). 
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Figure 2.3. Structure of homogeneous metalloporphyrin-based catalysts synthesized in this 
work. 

 

First, in order to synthesize CAT1, the 5,10,15,20-tetra(2,6-

dichlorophenyl)porphyrin (TDCPP) was prepared through the nitrobenzene method, 

developed by Pereira and Gonsalves 20, 21 and recently optimized in the C&FC research 

group.22 In a typical reaction, pyrrole was slowly added to a boiling solution of 1 

equivalent 2,6-dichlorobenzaldehyde dissolved in nitrobenzene and glacial acetic acid 

(1:2) and the mixture was left for 2 hours under constant stirring at 150 °C (Scheme 2.1). 

After 2 hours, the reaction was stopped and cooled to 25 °C, then ice-cold methanol was 

added to promote the precipitation of the porphyrin and the mixture was kept at 5 ºC 

overnight. After filtration, the solid was washed with ice-cold methanol and the resulting 

compound was dried in an oven at 70 °C for 2 hours, obtaining a purple solid with a 5% 

yield. The yield and characterization data are in good agreement with those reported in 

the literature.20, 21 
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Scheme 2.1. Synthesis of 5,10,15,20-tetra(2,6-dichlorophenyl)porphyrin (TDCPP) by the 

nitrobenzene method.  

 

The second step of the catalyst synthesis was the preparation of the corresponding 

manganese (III) porphyrin complex. Following a previously optimized methodology,23 

TDCPP was dissolved in dimethylformamide (DMF) and then 7 equivalents of 

manganese (II) acetate was added (Scheme 2.2). The solution was kept at 180 °C for 24 

hours, during which the reaction progress was followed by UV-Vis. Afterwards, the 

reaction crude was diluted in CH2Cl2 and washed several times with water to remove the 

remaining manganese salts and DMF. The organic phase was then dried with anhydrous 

sodium sulfate and finally the solvent, CH2Cl2, was evaporated, resulting in a greenish 

solid (CAT1) with 88% isolated yield. This complex was characterized by mass 

spectrometry and UV-Vis and the data are in agreement with the literature.24 

 

Scheme 2.2. Synthesis of 5,10,15,20-tetra(2,6-dichlorophenyl)porphyrinatomanganese acetate 

(CAT1) 
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The comparative normalized spectra of free-base porphyrin TDCPP and 

MnOAcTDCPP (CAT1) are shown in Figure 2.4. As previously reported, significant 

differences in the spectra are observed, the base porphyrin presenting a Soret band at 

417.5 nm followed by 4 Q bands, while for the manganese complex, the Soret band 

suffers a redshift of ca. 59 nm, appearing at 476.5 nm and 2 Q bands. Overmore, the 

spectrum of manganese complex MnOAcTDCPP (CAT1) shows additional broad bands 

at 370 and 400 nm, resultant of metal to ligand charge transfer events. It should be noted 

that, during this reaction, the metal is oxidized by the porphyrin ligand, changing its 

oxidation state from Mn(II) to Mn(III).  
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Figure 2.4. Normalized UV-Vis spectra of TDCPP and MnOAcTDCPP (CAT1) taken at 25 °C 

using CH3CN as solvent. 

 

In order to obtain a reusable heterogeneous catalyst, we pursued the studies with 

the immobilization of CAT1 onto functionalized silica particles, using a methodology 

developed by the C&FC group.25 To achieve this goal, the chlorosulfonation of TDCPP 

followed by immobilization onto aminated (aminopropyl groups) silica particles and 

complexation with manganese acetate was performed.26-28 Firstly, in a round bottom flask, 

TDCPP was dissolved in chlorosulfonic acid and left with stirring at 160 °C for 2 hours 

(Scheme 2.3). Then, the reaction crude was diluted in chloroform and continuously 

washed with cold water, using an appropriate homemade apparatus, specifically 

developed in the group. The organic phase was then washed with a concentrated solution 

of sodium bicarbonate followed by distilled water. After ensuring the neutralization of 
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the solution by pH control, the organic phase was dried with sodium sulfate and 

evaporated under reduced pressure. The desired 5,10,15,20-tetra(2,4-

dichlorobenzenesulfonyl chloride)porphyrin (TDCPPS) was obtained as a purple solid 

and used in the next step without further purification. 

 

Scheme 2.3. Synthesis of 5,10,15,20-tetra(2,6-dichloro-3-chlorosulfophenyl)porphyrin 

(TDCPPS). 

  

The next step was the immobilization of the chlorosulfonated porphyrin TDCPPS 

onto amino functionalized silica particles (Scheme 2.4), which occurs through a SN2 

mechanism in which the amine group of the silica support acts as a nucleophile. The 

reaction was carried out at 25 °C using triethylamine as solvent, for 48 hours, under 

constant stirring, after which the reaction crude was centrifuged, and the supernatant was 

carefully removed. Then CH2Cl2 was added, stirred, centrifuged, and the supernatant was 

removed three more times, to wash any adsorbed porphyrin. The silica was also washed 

twice with ethanol and twice with acetone and finally, the solid was dried under vacuum, 

for 24 hours to obtain TDCPPS@NHSiO2.  
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Scheme 2.4. Immobilization of TDCPPS onto aminated silica particles. 

 

Finally, we proceeded with the preparation of the immobilized metal complex 

through the reaction between TDCPPS@NHSiO2 and manganese (II) acetate. In a 

typical procedure, the silica-immobilized porphyrin and 20 molar equivalents of 

manganese (II) acetate, were dissolved in acetic acid in the presence of a sodium acetate 

buffer (Scheme 2.5). The reaction was vigorously stirred, ensuring silica dispersion. Then, 

the reaction was left at 120 °C for 48 hours. After this time, the reaction was cooled to 25 

ºC, and the crude was centrifuged to facilitate the material isolation. Then, to remove the 

excess of manganese salts and acetic acid, methanol was added to the solid and stirred for 

a couple of minutes followed by centrifugation. This procedure was repeated several 

times. Finally, the solid material was washed twice with acetone and dried under reduced 

pressure for 24 hours at 25 °C, taking the necessary precaution to protect the immobilized  

catalyst from light, in order to prevent its degradation due to photosensitive properties. 
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Scheme 2.5. Synthesis of Mn(III) complex of TDCPPS porphyrin immobilized onto silica 

particles.  

 

The resulting dark brown silica was characterized by solid-state UV (Figure 2.5). 

Comparing the UV–Vis spectra profiles of the CAT1@NHSiO2 with the CAT1, we 

concluded that the metalloporphyrin was effectively immobilized onto the silica support 

since the material exhibits the expected CAT1 spectrum profile with broad bands and 

blue shift, as already described.25 
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Figure 2.5. Normalized spectra of CAT1 UV-Vis in chloroform (Black) and CAT2 solid state 

UV-Vis (Red). 

 

In addition, to quantify the amount of immobilized CAT1 onto the silica support, 

thermogravimetric analysis was carried out at a temperature range of 25–800 °C (Figure 

2.6). 
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Figure 2.6. Thermogravimetric analysis of functionalized silica (Left) and CAT1@NHSiO2 

(Right). 

 

From the figure, we clearly observed that both 3-aminopropyl functionalized silica 

support and CAT1@NHSiO2 present mass losses between 25 °C and 175 °C, which are 

due to the presence of solvent or adsorbed water in the materials. For the pristine 

functionalized silica, a weight loss of 11% is observed at the 175 to 800 °C range, with a 

most intense step between 500−700 °C. As for the CAT1@NHSiO2, a total of 14.3% 
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weight was lost between 175 and 800 °C. Thus, we obtained 3.3% difference in mass loss 

between standard aminated silica and CAT1@NHSiO2. This difference is attributed to 

the thermic decomposition of the organic part of the immobilized metalloporphyrin, using 

the porphyrin molecular weight we obtain 2.75 × 10-5 mol of CAT1 per gram of material 

corresponding to a 22% yield of immobilization. Additionally, the amount of manganese 

present in the solid material was quantified through inductively coupled plasma optical 

emission spectrometry (ICP-OES), which revealed a 0.2% wt/wt of manganese (2 mg 

Mn/g material) demonstrating the successful preparation of the heterogeneous 

immobilized manganese metalloporphyrin. The reaction yield and catalyst 

characterization are in accordance with the previously reported literature.25 

Next, the studies proceeded with the synthesis of CrCl-p-CF3TPP (CAT2), intended 

to be used as catalyst for CO2 cycloaddition to epoxides. It was recently reported, by 

previous works in the group,28, 29 that electron attracting groups in the periphery of the 

porphyrin increase the Lewis acidity of the central metal, leading to higher catalytic 

activities. Furthermore, it is well-established that chromium(III)-porphyrins are among 

the most active and selective catalysts for CO2 cycloaddition reactions.28, 29 Therefore, 

this metalloporphyrin catalyst was chosen due to the known high activity and selectivity 

toward cyclic carbonates when terminal epoxides are used as substrates.29 The synthesis 

of 5,10,15,20-tetra(4-trifluoromethylphenyl)porphyrin (p-CF3TPP) was performed using 

the nitrobenzene method, previously described for TDCPP. In this case, pyrrole was 

slowly added to a boiling mixture of 4-(trifluoromethyl)benzaldehyde, dissolved in acetic 

acid/ nitrobenzene in a 2 to 1 ratio (Scheme 2.6). After 2 hours at 150 °C, the reaction 

was cooled, and then cold methanol was added to precipitate the porphyrin. The resulting 

p-CF3TPP was filtered and washed several times with cold methanol. The purple solid 

was left in an oven for 2 hours to dry, yielding 14%. Similar to the previous porphyrin , 

the compound was characterized through UV-Vis and NMR, and the results were in 

accordance with the literature.29 
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Scheme 2.6. Synthesis of 5,10,15,20-tetra(4-trifluoromethylphenyl)porphyrin (p-CF3TPP)  

 

For the synthesis of the corresponding chromium(III) complex, p-CF3TPP and 7 

equivalents of chromium (III) chloride were dissolved in the minimum amount of DMF 

and heated to 180 °C (Scheme 2.7). After 2 hours an UV-Vis spectrum was done, 

concluding that the conversion was not complete, as the Soret band of free-base porphyrin 

at 417 nm was still present.  Therefore, 3 more equivalents of chromium chloride were 

added and the reaction was left under stirring for 24 hours. Then, another spectrum was 

obtained, still showing the band at 417 nm, meaning that there was still free-base 

porphyrin. The reaction was stopped and dissolved in CH2Cl2. The reaction crude was 

washed with water to remove the chromium salt excesses. After drying and evaporating 

the organic phase, a silica gel column chromatography was performed to purify the 

catalyst. The chromatography started with CH2Cl2/n-hexane 1:1, slowly decreasing the 

amount of n-hexane until the free-base porphyrin was fully removed, while the chromium 

porphyrin remained in the application point. Then, the eluent was slowly changed to 

acetyl acetate to remove the pure CAT2. The organic solvent was then evaporated under 

reduced pressure and the resulting green solid was dried in an oven at 70 °C for 2 hours.  
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Scheme 2.7. Synthesis of chromium porphyrin complex (CAT2). 

 

The CAT2 was analysed by UV-Vis spectroscopy (Figure 2.7), and when compared 

to the free-base porphyrin, a redshift of the Soret band is observed of ca. 29 nm and, as 

expected, the four Q bands degenerate into two Q bands. The Cr (III) porphyrin complex 

also presents one new band at near UV region, corresponding to the metal to ligand charge 

transfer. This metal complex was characterized by mass spectrometry and the data is in 

agreement to that previously reported.30 Transformation of this porphyrin aiming its 

further immobilization onto a solid support is currently underway. 
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Figure 2.7. Normalised UV-Vis spectra of 5,10,15,20-tetra(4-trifluoromethylphenyl)porphyrin 

(p-CF3TPP) and 5,10,15,20-tetra(4-trifluoromethylphenyl)porphyrinatochromium(III) Chloride 

(CAT2) at 25 °C using CH3CN as solvent. 
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2.2. Eugenol hydroxyl group protection 

The studies started with the protection of the eugenol hydroxyl group to prevent 

intermolecular reactions with the epoxide ring in acidic medium, which would lead to the 

formation of hydroxyether species, with subsequent oligomerization/polymerizat ion 

reactions.31  

Therefore, two different approaches were followed to prepare the protected eugenol 

derivatives. The first one was a typical SN2 reaction of eugenol with iodomethane in a 

basic medium, yielding methyl eugenol (2.1). The second approach was acetylation 

reaction of eugenol with acetic anhydride in acidic medium to obtain acetyleugenol (2.2) 

(Scheme 2.8). The latter was prepared using 2 different methodologies: a classic system, 

under batch conditions and an alternative continuous flow apparatus, with two different 

catalysts (K10 and sulfuric acid). 

These compounds are present in nature and their uses in the fragrance and flavor 

industry are well reported.32 

 

Scheme 2.8. Two different approaches for eugenol protection. 

 

2.2.1. Eugenol methylation  

The methylation of eugenol was done using 5 equivalents of iodomethane and 5 

equivalents of potassium carbonate in dimethoxyethane (DME) as solvent (Scheme 2.9). 

The reaction was carried out at 25 °C along 24 hours. Then, a sample was taken and 

analyzed by GC and 83% conversion was observed. The reaction was left for an extra 24 

hours, after which full conversion with 99% selectivity was reached. At this point, the 
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reaction was stopped and the reaction crude was evaporated under reduced pressure. Then, 

DME was added to dissolve methyl eugenol (2.1) and several extractions with distilled 

water were performed to remove the remaining salts. After drying the organic phase with 

anhydrous sodium sulfate and evaporation of the solvent under reduced pressure, the 

product methyl eugenol (2.1) was isolated with 74% isolated yield. The product was 

characterized by 1H NMR and 13C NMR (See Chapter 3, section 4), and the spectroscopic 

data were in agreement with those previously reported.33 

 

Scheme 2.9. Eugenol methylation reaction. 

 

2.2.2. Eugenol Acetylation  

Batch 

We started by using 1.2 eq. of acetic anhydride, a drop of sulfuric acid and eugenol 

in CH2Cl2 (Scheme 2.10). After five minutes the reaction was complete. As demonstrated 

by TLC and further confirmed by GC analysis. Then, the mixture was diluted with CH2Cl2 

and washed with a solution of sodium hydrogen carbonate to remove the sulfuric acid 

used as catalyst and the excess acetic anhydride. The organic phase was dried with sodium 

sulfate and passed through a small silica plug. Finally, the organic solvent was evaporated 

under reduced pressure, obtaining a colorless oil. The desired product 2.2 was isolated 

with high purity in 82% yield, without the need of further purification procedures.  

 

 

Scheme 2.10. Eugenol acetylation reaction. 
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Continuous-flow  

Aiming for the development of highly sustainable processes and the scale-up of the 

reaction, eugenol acetylation process was then transposed to flow chemistry. First, we 

carried out a reaction under conditions previously described for batch. In a typical flow 

chemistry experiment, we prepared a solution of acetic anhydride and eugenol in CH2Cl2, 

with 1.2 equivalents of acetic anhydride, and another solution with sulfuric acid. 

Afterwards, the two solutions were pumped into a microreactor, this type of reactor 

ensures efficient mixing and high heat exchange. Samples of each flow experiment were 

taken and analyzed by GC. The effects of the temperature and acid concentration were 

evaluated and the results are presented in Table 2.1. 

 

 

Table 2.1. Effect of the concentration of sulfuric acid as catalyst in eugenol protection at 25 
and 50 °C. 

 

Entry [Acid] (M) Temperature (°C) Conversion (%) 

1 0.091 25 3 

2 0.091 50 2 

3 0.18 25 3 

4 0.18 50 4 

5 0.92 25 6 

6 0.92 50 12 

7 1.84 25 52 

8 1.84 50 55 

Reaction conditions: 1.2 molar equivalents acetic anhydride, 1 min residence time, Eugenol 

concentration 0.23 M in CH2Cl2. Acetic anhydride concentration 0.27 M in CH2Cl2. 
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The sulfuric acid concentration between 0.09 and 0.18 M, leads to low conversion 

values (2-4%), at both 25 °C and 50 °C (Table 2.1, entries 1-4). When the acid 

concentration was increased to 0.92 M, a slight increase in conversion was observed, 

particularly at 50 °C for which ca. 12% conversion was obtained (Table 2.1, entries 5-6) 

The acid concentration was then increased to 1.9 M and, at this concentration, the 

conversion of eugenol was 52% (Table 2.1, entry 7). This transformation was 

accompanied by a color change of the solution to a deep red color, as previously observed 

in the batch process. The increase in temperature from 25 to 50 °C only raised the 

conversion by 3% (Table 2.1, entry 8). Therefore, we concluded that the use of sulfuric 

acid as catalyst under flow chemistry conditions is less efficient then in the batch process. 

These results may be attributed to difficulty of mixing sulfuric acid with the solution 

reaction.  

To avoid this problem, a different experimental approach for the reaction was 

followed, which consisted in the mixture between acetic anhydride and sulfuric acid, 

previous to their addition to eugenol. The acetic anhydride and concentrated sulfuric acid 

were mixed for ~1 second, in a proportion of 1 to 10, using a T-mixer, before adding to 

the eugenol solution in a microchip for 10 seconds.. With this method, a conversion of 

83% was achieved (Scheme 2.11). The space-time yield (STY) was calculated for this 

process. The STY is used to measure the volumetric productivity of a reactive system, 

which can be simplified to measure the overall productivity of a process in function of 

the reactor’s volume.34, 35 In this case the STY was of 20 g min-1 dm-3. It should be 

mentioned that under the equivalent batch conditions, a 2.5 L reactor would be required 

to have a similar output of acetyleugenol per minute. These values clearly demonstrate 

the potentiality of performing this reaction in flow conditions, particularly using 

microchip reactor over round-bottom flask.  

 

Scheme 2.11. Acetylation reaction of eugenol using three pumps. 
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This strategy not only prevents the solubility problems, but also pre-activated the 

acetic anhydride, through the protonation of the oxygen atoms, causing an increase in the 

electrophilicity of the adjacent carbon atoms, making them more vulnerable to the 

nucleophilic attack of the eugenol hydroxyl group.  

With these results in hand, we decided to search for a more sustainable alternative 

to sulfuric acid, which is known as a dangerous, corrosive and toxic reagent. Such 

alternative are heterogenous catalysts, which are a reusable, eco-friendly and not harmful.  

 

2.2.3. Heterogenous eugenol acetylation  

First, we tested as heterogeneous acid catalyst the commercially available 

Amberlite 120 (IRA-120H), a strongly acidic cation exchange resin, prepared from 

sulfonation of polystyrene (Figure 2.8).36, 37 Before using it, the resin was activated 

following a standard procedure.38 The catalyst was washed with 1 molar solution of 

hydrochloric acid and then with distilled water. Then, the resin catalyst was washed twice 

with ethanol and acetone. After that, the resin was left to dry for 24 hours in open air, 

after which the catalyst was ready to be used. This step was necessary to ensure that all 

the sulfonic groups are protonated which increases the number of active catalytic sites.  

 

 

Figure 2.8. Commercially available resin Amberlite 120 and representation of its chemical 

structure. Figure adapted from the literature.39 

 

Another heterogeneous acid catalyst was also tested, the commercially available 

K10 montmorillonite (Figure 2.9). This clay is an abundant, natural aluminosilicate 

mineral, widely used as an affordable and eco-friendly catalyst.40  
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Figure 2.9. Image of commercially available K10 Montmorillonite clay and representation of 

its chemical structure.41 

 

Batch 

The evaluation of the heterogeneous catalysts in the acid-catalyzed acetylation of 

eugenol was first tested in batch. In a typical procedure, the heterogeneous acetylation 

reaction was carried out, using 10 equivalents of acetic anhydride with 25% wt/wt catalyst 

loading. The higher number of acetic anhydride equivalents is required, as the use of 2 

equivalents was not enough, resulting in no conversion being observed. After 4 hours a 

sample was taken and analyzed to GC using chlorobenzene as internal standard. The 

results are presented in Table 2.2. 

Table 2.2. Optimization of the acetylation reaction using heterogeneous catalysts.  

 

Entry Catalyst Conversion (%) 

1 IRA-120H 19 

2 K10 >99 

Reaction conditions: 25% wt/wt solid catalyst, 6.5 mmol eugenol, 10 mL CH2Cl2, 25 °C, 0.065 mol of 

acetic anhydride, 4 hours, 3.6 mol of chlorobenzene, conversion calculated using GC-FID. 
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From the analysis of the results reported on table 2.2, it was possible to conclude 

that under similar reaction conditions K10 shows significantly higher activity than IRA-

120H, achieving full conversions, while IRA-120H only achieved 19% conversion for 

acetyleugenol. This may be attributed to the number and type of acidic sites in each 

catalyst. For this reason, the heterogenous catalysts K10 was selected to be evaluated 

under continuous-flow conditions.  

 

Continuous-flow 

The studies were performed using a column reactor, also known as packed bed 

reactor, since these are the most suitable continuous-flow reactors for the use of solid 

materials in flow chemistry systems (Scheme 2.12). 

 

 

Scheme 2.12. Continuous-flow heterogenous Acetylation of eugenol using K10. 

 

First, it was necessary to calculate the column’s dead volume (the free space 

between the solid catalyst particles, which, during the reaction, will be occupied by the 

solution), to know for how long the reactants will be in contact with the catalyst. 

Therefore, the reactor was first filled with catalyst and weighted. Then, the reactor 

was connected to the continuous flow system and the solvent was pumped through the 

reactor. Finally, the reactor was disconnected and weighted with the solid and solvent 

inside. Using the difference in weights and the density of the solvent we obtained a dead 

volume of 2.0 mL. 

After the column’s dead volume calculation, the reactor was once again connected 

to the system and a solution of acetic anhydride and eugenol were pumped through the 

reactor, and the reaction was conducted at variable temperatures (40 and 70 °C) and 

residence times (10 and 20 min). The results are presented in Table 2.3. 
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Table 2.3. Acetylation of eugenol under continuous flow conditions using K10. 

Entry 
Temperature 

(°C) 

Residence time 

(min) 
Conversion (%) 

STY 

 (g  min−1 dm−3) 

1 40 10 29 1.16 

2 40 20 83 1.66 

2 70 20 98 1.96 

Reaction conditions: 0.23 M eugenol, 2.3 M acetic anhydride, CH2Cl2, 1.78 g K10 clay, 3.6 mmol 

chlorobenzene, 2 mL dead volume. 

 

To optimize the reaction parameters, the temperature and residence time were 

evaluated. First, we used only 10 minutes of residence time and a temperature of 40 °C 

and 29% conversion was observed (Table 2.3, entry 1). Then, the residence time was 

increased to 20 minutes and the conversion reached 83% (Table 2.3, entry 2). Finally, 

using the same residence time (20 min) but increasing the temperature to 70 °C, 98% 

conversion was obtained (Table 2.3, entry 3). Under these conditions we obtained a STY 

of 1.96 g  min−1 dm−3. For comparison, a reaction under batch conditions would require a 

7 L reactor to have a similar output of material per minute. Therefore, we conclude that 

continuous flow processes allow higher outputs of material, while having a small 

ecological footprint, which is crucial for scale up. 
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2.3. Epoxidation of Eugenol derivatives 

As previously stated, there are different pathways to obtain epoxide rings. We 

highlight the use of peroxy acids and alternative oxidants, namely molecular oxygen and 

peroxides. In this section we describe the epoxidation of eugenol derivatives using 

chloroperoxybenzoic acid (mCPBA) in batch and flow conditions, followed by 

epoxidations using high valent manganese-oxo porphyrins generated through the use of 

molecular oxygen and hydrogen peroxide. 

 

2.3.1. Prilejaev epoxidation of eugenol 

We started with the standard Prilejaev epoxidation reaction, using meta-

chloroperoxybenzoic acid (mCPBA) as the oxidant. The studies were first performed in 

batch systems followed by their transposition to continuous flow. 

 

Batch system 

In a typical batch epoxidation procedure, the acetyleugenol derivative 2.2 was 

placed in a round-bottom flask with 1.2 eq. of mCPBA, using CH2Cl2 as solvent, and the 

reaction was conducted at 25 °C (Scheme 2.13). After 30 h, the excess of peroxyacid was 

neutralized with sodium bisulfite aqueous solution, and then the resulting acid was 

removed by washing with a bicarbonate solution. The organic phase was then dried with 

anhydrous sodium sulfate and analyzed by GC, which indicated a 96% conversion with 

>99% selectivity. 

 

 

Scheme 2.13. Prilejaev epoxidation reaction of acetyleugenol (2.2) under batch conditions. 
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The solvent was then evaporated and the desired epoxide 2.3 was obtained as a 

yellow oil, without any further purification, in 91% yield. Finally, the eugenol epoxide 

product 2.3 was characterized by 1H and 13C NMR (Figure 2.10 and 2.11), and by HRMS 

(ESI), which confirmed the structure and high purity of the obtained product. 

The 1H-NMR spectrum of 2.3 in CDCl3, shows the three signals at the typical 

aromatic region, a doublet at δ = 6.96 ppm (J = 8.0 Hz) assigned to proton H6, followed 

by another doublet at δ = 6.86 ppm (J = 1.9 Hz) assigned to H3, and then a double doublet 

at δ = 6.82 ppm (J = 8.0, 1.9 Hz) assigned to the last aromatic proton H5. At δ = 3.82 ppm 

a singlet signal assigned to the methoxy group proton H1’’ is located. Next, a multiplet 

signal at δ = 3.17 – 3.12 ppm is present, assigned to the H2’’’ proton of the epoxide ring 

group. At δ = 2.83 ppm (J = 5.5 Hz) a doublet signal assigned to the H1’’’ protons is 

observed. A double doublet at δ = 2.79 ppm (J = 4.8, 4.0 Hz), assigned to one of protons 

of the H3’’’ position is present, at δ = 2.55 ppm (4.9, 2.6 Hz) another double doublets is 

observed, and assigned to the other H3’’’ proton. Finally, at δ = 2.30 ppm is located a 

singlet signal assigned to the acetyl group H2’ protons. 

 

Figure 2.10. 1H NMR of acetyleugenol epoxide (2.3) in CDCl3, at 25 °C. 
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Regarding the 13C NMR, at δ = 169.1 ppm we can observe a signal assigned to 

acetyl carbon C1’, followed by the signals assigned to the six aromatic carbons (C1-C6), 

at δ = 113.2-151.0 ppm. At δ = 55.8 ppm we observed a signal corresponding to the 

methoxy C1’’ carbon, the signal present at δ = 52.3 and δ = 46.8 ppm were assigned to 

the epoxide ring carbons (C2’’’ and C3’’’). Finally, the last two signals are assigned to 

the alkyl carbon C1’’’ found at δ = 38.7 ppm and the acetyl group C2’ carbon found at δ 

= 20.7 ppm respectively.  

 

Figure 2.11. 13C NMR of acetyleugenol epoxide (2.3) in CDCl3, at 25 °C. 

 

Additionally, 2.3 was also analyzed through electron spray ionization (ESI) high 

resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS), showing a peak at m/z = 245.0784, while the 

theoretical value for [M+Na]+ (C12H14O4Na+) is m/z = 245.0785. (Figure 2.12) 
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Figure 2.12. HRMS (ESI) spectrum of 2.3. 

 

After full characterization of compound 2.3, the studies proceeded with the 

transposition of the Prilejaev epoxidation of eugenol to continuous-flow system. 

 

Continuous-flow 

In a typical flow epoxidation procedure, two solutions were prepared, one with 

acetyleugenol (2.2), and the other with mCPBA in CH2Cl2 and pumped through a 10 mL 

tubular reactor. This tubular reactor was used to maximize the residence time. The 

solutions were pumped using a 1:1.2 (eugenol acetate/mCPBA) volumetric ratio to keep 

an excess of mCPBA. The residence time and reaction temperature were the two studied 

parameters for the reaction optimization and the results are summarized in table 2.4.  
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First, we tested the reaction at 25 °C with 10 minutes residence time, resulting in a 

14% conversion and 100% selectivity for the acetyleugenol epoxide (Table 2.4, entry 1). 

Then, we tried to increase the temperature to 40 °C and the conversion increased to 31% 

(Table 2.4, entry 2). Then, using the same reaction temperature of 40 °C, the residence 

time was increased to 40 minutes, which produced a 40% conversion (Table 2.4, entry 3). 

The internal flow system pressure was increased to 9 bar, which allowed us to further 

increase the reaction temperature to 60 °C, without causing the solvent to boil. Under 

these conditions, and with a 40 minutes residence time, 59% conversion was achieved 

(Table 2.4, entry 4). Finally, the reaction was conducted at 80 °C and 100 °C, achieving 

77% and 83% conversion, respectively (Table 2.4, entries 5 and 6).  

This process’ best STY was 0.67 g min-1 dm-3, to obtain a similar output in batch a 

40 L reactor would be required, although it should be mentioned that the batch reaction 

could be optimized to decrease the reactor’s volume.  

Table 2.4. Optimization of acetyleugenol (2.2) epoxidation under continuous flow 
conditions. 

 
Entry Residence time 

(min) 
Temperature (°C) Conversion (%) STY  

(g min-1 dm-3) 

1 10 25 14 0.30 

2 10 40 31 0.67 

3 40 40 40 0.22 

4 40 60 59 0.32 

5 40 80 77 0.42 

6 40 100 83 0.45 

Reaction conditions: 0.23 M acetyleugenol (2.2), 0.23 M mCPBA, CH2CL2, volumetric ratio 1:1.2; 

selectivity for epoxide 2.3 was >99% in all cases. 
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As previously mentioned in chapter 1, organic peracids are not considered green 

reagents due to high waste production, low atom economy, high toxicity and security 

issues, and so, more sustainable approaches must be developed. Therefore, the use of 

green oxidants such as molecular oxygen and hydrogen peroxide appeared as more 

sustainable alternatives for epoxidation reactions. In both cases, manganese porphyrins 

have shown to be remarkably efficient and selective epoxidation catalysts.23, 42-46 

 

2.3.2. Catalytic epoxidation using oxygen as oxidant 

The studies continued with the catalytic epoxidation of methyl eugenol (2.1) using 

molecular oxygen as the oxidant (Mukayama epoxidation). Manganese (III) 5,10,15,20-

tetra(2,6-dichlorophenyl)porphyrin (CAT1) was used as the model catalyst based on our 

previous experience regarding its high activity and stability towards oxidation.47 

This reaction requires the use of a sacrificial co-reductant, which is usually an alkyl 

aldehyde prone to be easily oxidized during the reaction. The most commonly used 

sacrificial co-reductant are isobutyraldehyde or 2-ethylhexanal.48, 49 In our studies, we 

selected the first one – isobutyraldehyde. In a typical reaction, in a glass vial, methyl 

eugenol 2.1, 5 equivalents of isobutyraldehyde and 2 mol% of CAT1 were dissolved in 

2 mL of CH3CN. Then, pure molecular oxygen was bubbled through the solution for over 

90 minutes at 25 °C (Scheme 2.14). After GC analysis 60% conversion was obtained, 

with 47% selectivity for the formation of the desired epoxide 2.4, whose structure was 

confirmed by GC-MS, in a complex mixture of products and side-products. 

 

Scheme 2.14. Mukaiama epoxidation reaction of methyl eugenol (2.1) under batch conditions. 
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The catalytic cycle for the oxygen-based epoxidation (Scheme 2.15) is widely 

known. It was well described by Feiters and coworkers,50 that a peroxyacid species, 

formed in the presence of molecular oxygen and the aldehyde, is assumed to act as an 

oxygen donor to generate the high-valent Mn(V)-oxo intermediate, which operates as the 

catalytically active epoxidation species.51-53 

 

Scheme 2.15. Epoxidation catalytic cycle for manganese-based catalysts using oxygen as 

oxidant and an aldehyde as co-reductant. 

 

The presence of the Mn(V) porphyrin oxo-species was demonstrated by a UV-Vis 

spectroscopy experiment, in which we dissolved the porphyrin MnOAcTDCPP (CAT1) 

in CH2Cl2, and added a few droplets of isobutyraldehyde. Then, oxygen was bubbled into 

the solution and the UV-Vis spectra were taken for each step (Figure 2.13). As we can 

clearly observe, when isobutyraldehyde is added, the UV-Vis spectrum of the 

metalloporphyrin MnOAcTDCPP (CAT1) remains unchanged. However, after bubbling 

molecular oxygen, the spectrum presents a blue-shifted Soret band at 425.5 nm, 

characteristic of Mn(V)porphyrin oxo-species.54, 55 
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Figure 2.13. Spectra of CAT1 (Black), CAT and isobutyraldehyde before bubbling 

oxygen (Red) and after bubbling oxygen through the solution (Blue), all spectra were taken at 

25 °C using CH2Cl2. 

 

2.3.3. Catalytic epoxidations using hydrogen peroxide as oxidant 

We then decided to use hydrogen peroxide as an alternative green oxidant. This 

type of system requires a co-catalyst instead of a co-reductant. The co-catalyst is 

necessary for the dehydration of hydrogen peroxide bound to the manganese to produce 

the active oxo-species. In our studies, we use ammonium acetate or imidazole as co-

catalysts since these are the most commonly used co-catalysts reported so far.  

 

Batch system 

In a typical batch reaction, in a round-bottom flask, 0.5 mol of methyl eugenol 2.1, 

2 mol% of catalyst and 0.5 equivalents of co-catalyst were dissolved in acetonitrile. Then, 

4 equivalents of 35% hydrogen peroxide diluted 1:10 in acetonitrile, were loaded into a 

syringe pump, this solution was slowly injected in to the reaction mixture over 30 minutes. 

After 3 hours, we took a sample from the reaction, neutralized it with sodium bisulfate 

and removed the water with anhydrous sodium sulfate, filtered the solution, and injected 

it into a gas chromatograph. Once again, the catalytic system CAT1 was first validated 

in the catalytic epoxidation of model olefin substrates such as styrene and 1-octene, using 

imidazole as co-catalyst. In these reactions, close to full conversions were obtained after 
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1 h and 3 h, respectively, in both cases with >95 % selectivity for the formation of the 

corresponding epoxides. 

Following our goals, we proceeded with the catalytic epoxidation of eugenol acetate 

2.2, using CAT1 as catalyst and ammonium acetate as co-catalyst. However, a conversion 

of 18 % was obtained in 3 h, and the desired epoxide product was formed in just 5%, with 

the main product formed being eugenol (12%), resultant from hydrolysis of the acetyl 

group under these acidic conditions (Scheme 2.16). 

 

Scheme 2.16. Epoxidation of acetyleugenol using CAT1 and hydrogen peroxide as 

oxidant. 

 

To avoid this problem, the methyl eugenol derivative 2.1, having a more stable 

methyl ether substituent, was used as model substrate in the following reactions to 

evaluate the catalytic activity and the effect of the co-catalyst in the reaction activity and 

selectivity. The results are summarized in the table 2.5.  
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Table 2.5. Olefin epoxidation using hydrogen peroxide. 

 

Entry Catalyst Co-catalyst Oxidant 

(Eq.) 

Time (h) Conversion (%) 

1 

CAT1 

NH4OAc 2 3 27 

2 NH4OAc 4 3 34 

3 imidazole 2 3 53 

4 imidazole 4 3 83 

5 CAT1@NH-SiO2 imidazole 4 24 13 

Reaction conditions: 0.5 mmol of 2.1, CAT1 (1 µmol) or CAT1@NHSiO2 (100 mg), 0.25 mmol co-

catalyst, 2 mL CH3CN, 35% hydrogen peroxide diluted in 1:10 in CH3CN (slowly added over 30 

minutes), conversion calculated using GC-FID.  

Selectivity for epoxides was > 94% in all cases. 

 

The epoxidation of methyl eugenol (2.1) was first carried out using the 

MnOAcTDCPP (CAT1) as catalyst, ammonium acetate as co-catalyst (0.5 eq) and 2 

equivalent of H2O2. In this reaction, 27% conversion was obtained in 3 h, with full 

selectivity for the epoxide formation (Table 2.5, Entry 1). Another reaction was done, 

under the same conditions but using 4 equivalents of oxidant, which resulted in 36% 

conversion after 3 hours (Table 2.5, Entry 2). The reaction was extended for two 

additional hours but no further conversion was observed. Then, we studied the effect of 

changing the co-catalyst from ammonium acetate to imidazole. Under the conditions 

previously described, but using 0.5 equivalents of imidazole and 2 equivalent of H2O2, 

53% conversion was achieved in 3 hours, which is twice the value of the conversion 

obtained using ammonium acetate as the co-catalyst under similar conditions (Table 2.5, 

Entries 1 and 3). Finally, using 4 equivalents of peroxide, we achieved 83% conversion 

within 3 hours (Table 2.5, Entry 4) demonstrating the need an excess of H2O2. We also 

evaluated the heterogeneous CAT1@NHSiO2 as catalyst, using 4 equivalents of peroxide 

and imidazole as co-catalyst, but at the end of 24 hours, only 13% conversion was 

observed through GC-FID. The catalyst was easily recovered after the reaction by 

centrifugation but reutilization studies have not been carried out, since the conversion 
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was low. Optimization studies to improve the catalyst activity and perform the 

reutilization of the catalyst are currently underway. 

 

Continuous-flow system 

After optimizing this reaction in batch, we have then transposed the best conditions 

(Table 2.5, Entry 4) to a continuous-flow methodology. For that, two solutions were 

prepared, the first one was methyl eugenol (2.1) with 2 mol% of CAT1 and 0.5 eq. of 

imidazole in CH3CN (Solution A), and another solution of hydrogen peroxide dissolved 

in CH3CN in concentrations ranging from 1.75% to 35% (Solution B). The results are 

presented in table 2.6. 

Table 2.6. Epoxidation of methyl eugenol (2.2) with CAT1 and imidazole. 
 

 

Entry 
Residence 
time (min) 

Stock 
solution 

H2O2 (%) 

Volumetric 
ratio (A:B) 

H2O2 
equivalents 

Conversio
n (%) 

STY 
(g min-1 

dm-3) 

1 5 1.75 1:1 2 7 0.28 

2 25 1.75 1:1 2 20 0.16 

3 50 1.75 1:1 2 21 0.08 

4 50 3.5 1:1 4 30 0.12 

5 30 3.5 1:1.5 6 27 0.11 

6 30 17.5 1:0.5 10 40 0.32 

7 30 17.5 1:1 20 35 0.14 

Reaction conditions: 0.23 M methyl eugenol (2.1), CH3CN as solvent, 2 mol% CAT1, 50 mol% 

imidazole, T = 25 °C. Selectivity for epoxides was higher than 94% for 2.4 in all cases.  
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First, we used a 1.75% stock solution of hydrogen peroxide in CH3CN. With a 

volumetric ratio of 1:1, the molar ratio of this solution is of 2 equivalents of peroxide. We 

used 5 minutes residence time at 25 °C, which was analyzed  via GC, obtaining 7% 

conversion for epoxide (Table 2.6, entry 1). Next, we increased the residence time to 25 

minutes, which resulted in ca. 20% conversion towards the epoxide (Table 2.6 entry 2). 

Even using a residence time of 50 min, under the same conditions, a similar conversion 

value (21%) was obtained (Table 2.6 entry 3), which led us to conclude that the 2 

equivalents of peroxide were fully consumed after 25 min. Therefore, we increased the 

peroxide stock solution concentration to 3.5% and performed a 50 minute reaction with 

4 equivalents peroxide, which resulted in 30% conversion (Table 2.6 entry 4). Before 

increasing the peroxide concentration, we decided to increase the volumetric ratio of the 

peroxide, using 1:1.5 ratio of olefin solution to hydrogen peroxide solution. In the 

previous experiments, we used the minimal flow rate for both reagents to maximize the 

residence time, which was 50 minutes. Due to the equipment limitation of operating with 

a minimum flow rate of 100 µL/min, the increment of the stock solutions volumetric ratio 

leads to a decrease in residence time. With a volumetric ratio of 1:1.5 the maximum 

residence time for a 10 mL reactor is approximately 30 minutes. Therefore, a volumetric 

ratio of 1:1.5 allowed us to use a higher amount of hydrogen peroxide (6 equivalents), but 

with 30 minutes residence time. However, in this experiment we only achieved 27% 

conversion (Table 2.6 entry 5). Then, we further increased the peroxide stock solution 

concentration to 17.5% using a 1:0.5 A/B volumetric ratio, which allows to use 10 

equivalents of H2O2 with a residence time of 30 minutes, achieving 40% conversion 

(Table 2.6 entry 6). A final experiment was carried out by increasing the A/B volumetric 

ratio to 1:1, which allowed to use 20 equivalents of H2O2. However, using 30 minutes 

residence time, we achieved a slightly lower conversion of 35% (Table 2.6 entry 7).  

To further increase the maximum residence time, we connected another 10 mL 

reactor (Scheme 2.17). In this experiment, we used the 17.5% peroxide stock solution that 

was added in two stages, at the start of the reaction with a volumetric ratio of A:B of 1:0.5 

and then adding another A:C 1:0.5 volumetric ratio before entering the second reactor. 
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Scheme 2.17. Epoxidation reaction of 2.1 under flow condition using two 10 mL tubular 

reactors. 

 

This system allowed to extend the residence time to 50 minutes (30 + 20), and a 

remarkable conversion of 77% was obtained. As two 10 ml reactors are required, the STY 

of this process is 0.31 g min-1 dm-3 despite having a 77% conversion. A similar output of 

2.4 would be achieved under batch conditions with a reactor larger than 40 L. 
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2.4. Synthesis of acetyleugenol cyclic carbonate 

In this subchapter are described the synthesis of acetyleugenol cyclic carbonates 

using CO2 as a building block. Two different approaches were taken, first the 

cycloaddition of CO2 to epoxides using a chromium porphyrin catalyst (CAT2), second 

is the use of a bromating agent for the creation bromohydrin intermediates from olefins 

and epoxides, capable of reacting with CO2 for the cyclisation into a cyclic carbonate. 

 

2.4.1. Cycloaddition of CO2 to epoxides 

After optimizing the epoxidation reaction, we proceeded the studies with the CO2 

cycloaddition to acetyleugenol epoxide 2.3 using CAT2 as catalyst. In a high-pressure 

stainless steel reactor were introduced 0.2 mol% of CAT2 (10 µmol) as catalyst and 0.2 

mol% of PPNCl (10 µmol) as co-catalyst, CH2Cl2 as solvent and the respective epoxide 

2.3 (4.6 mmol). The reactor was then closed and pressurized with 30 bar of high purity 

CO2 gas, heated until 80 °C and left for 24 hours under stirring (Scheme 2.18). After that 

period the resulting liquid was analyzed by GC-FID, obtaining full conversion and >99% 

selectivity for the desired cyclic carbonate 2.5. Silica-gel chromatography was done to 

remove the catalyst and co-catalyst, using CH2Cl2 as eluent. The solvent was then 

evaporated under reduced pressure, resulting in a pale-yellow powder in 91% isolated 

yield. 

 

Scheme 2.18. Carbon dioxide cycloaddition to acetyleugenol epoxide. 

 

After purification the obtained eugenol derivative cyclic carbonate 2.5 was 

characterized by 1H NMR, 13C NMR and HRMS(ESI) (Figures 2.14, 2.15 and 2.16 

respectively). Additionally, complete proton and carbon spectral assignment was 

performed using 2D NMR data (see annex) and described in the experimental chapter. 

The 1H NMR spectrum (Figure 2.14) presents three signals in the typical aromatic 

region, at δ = 6.99 ppm (J= 8.0 Hz), a doublet is observed and is attributed to the H6 
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proton. At δ = 6.83 ppm (J = 1.7 Hz) another doublet is present, which was attributed to 

the H3 position, and a double doublet at δ = 6.78 (J = 8.0, 1.9 Hz) was attributed to the 

last proton of the aromatic proton H5. Next, a pentet (J = 6.5 Hz) signal is observed at δ 

= 4.91 ppm assigned to the H2’’’ proton. Right after at δ = 4.46 ppm (J = 8.2 Hz) a triplet 

is presented, attributed to the proton H3’’’ from the cyclic carbonate group, followed by 

a signal δ = 4.15 ppm with a double doublet multiplicity (J = 8.6, 6.8 Hz) assigned to a 

proton at the same position, H3’’’. At δ = 3.82 ppm is observed another singlet signal 

assigned to the methoxy group protons H1’’. At δ = 3.11 and 2.96 ppm, (J = 14.4, 6.5 Hz 

and J = 14.3, 6.2 Hz respectively) a pair of double doublets is observed, assigned to H1’’’ 

proton. Finally, at δ = 2.30 ppm a singlet signal assigned CH3 protons from the acetyl 

group H2’ is located.  

 

 

Figure 2.14. 1H NMR of 2.5 done in CDCl3 at 25 ºC. 

 

A similar analysis can be performed to the 13C NMR spectrum (Figure 2.15). 

Starting from the last signals at δ = 169.1 and 154.8 ppm which were attributed to the C1’ 

and C4’’’ carbons, as they are very typical signals for this kind of carbons. Next at δ = 
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151.4 - 113.5 ppm are located all the signals assigned to the aromatic ring carbons C1-

C6. At δ = 76.8 ppm, overlapping with the chloroform signal, is a signal attributed to the 

C2’’’, followed by a signal at δ = 68.6 ppm attributed to the neighbor carbon C3’’’. At δ 

= 56.0 ppm is a signal assigned to the methoxy group carbon C1’’, followed, at δ = 39.5 

ppm is a signal assigned to the alkyl C1’’’ carbon. Finally, at δ = 20.7 is the last signal 

assigned to the acetyl group C2’ carbon.  

 

 

Figure 2.15. 13C NMR of 2.5, performed at 25 ºC using CDCl3 as solvent.  

 

Additionally, 2.5 was also analyzed through electron spray ionization (ESI) high 

resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS), showing two major signals, one corresponding to 

the molecular ion and sodium [M+Na] + at m/z = 289.0683 (theoretical value calculated 

for C13H14O6Na+ is m/z = 289.0688), and the second signal at m/z = 555.1473 which we 

presume to correspond to the formation of a dimeric specie [2M+Na] + (theoretical value 

calculated for C26H28O12Na+ is m/z = 555.1478). 
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Figure 2.16. HRMS (ESI) spectrum of 2.5. 

 

As discussed in the introduction of this thesis (chapter 1), the evaluation of the 

toxicity of compounds to be applied in the fragrance and flavor industry is of high 

importance. Therefore, the studies continued with the evaluation of acetyleugenol 

carbonate (2.5) cytotoxicity.  

This study was conducted using MCF-12A (normal healthy breast cells) and MTT 

(3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide) assay. For that we used 

an aqueous solution of 2.5 with 1% DMSO, and tested the toxicity at 3 different 

concentrations, 200 mM, 100 mM and 50 mM analyzing the results after adding the 

compound at 4 and 24 hours, in triplicate. All concentration were compared to a control 

group which had no acetyleugenol cyclic carbonate (2.5) and the results are presented in 

Figure 2.17. 
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Figure 2.17. Toxicity assays of 2.5 in human breast cells using 200 mM, 100 mM and 50 mM. 

 

From Figure 2.16, we conclude that acetyleugenol cyclic carbonate (2.5) does not 

present toxicity in the selected concentration range, (200, 100 and 50 mM), as no 

statistical difference from the control group was observed. Through this experiment we 

can conclude that acetyleugenol cyclic carbonate is not toxic, and so, fulfills the absence 

of toxicity requirement to be applied in fragrances.  

 

2.4.2. Oxidative carboxylation  

Pursuing the objective of synthesizing cyclic carbonates using sustainable 

methodologies we evaluated the possibility of the implementation of a sequential process 

involving the direct transformation of a protected eugenol derivative to the corresponding 

cyclic carbonate. After a careful inspection of the reported methodologies we selected a 

sustainable continuous flow oxidative carboxylation of olefins using a mixture of 2:1 

acetone and water and stoichiometric amounts of NBS as bromination reagent described 

by Timothy Jamison.56 
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For that, two solutions were prepared: one with acetyleugenol (2.2) (0.33M), NBS 

(0.40M) and ammonium acetate (0.33M) in water and acetone 1:2 and another with DBU 

in water (0.43M). The reaction was carried out using two reactors, one 10 mL tubular 

reactor where the solution of 2.2, NBS and ammonium acetate flows with a residence 

time of 30 min at 40 ºC followed by addition of CO2 and the solution of DBU in a second 

reactor, chip size (1.7 mL), with a residence time of 10 min at 100 ºC. The flow stream 

was then collected and after solvent extraction with CH2Cl2 a sample of the reaction crude 

was analyzed by GC-FID and 1H NMR. The results revealed a complex mixture of 

products, from which we can observe full consumption of the starting material (2.2) with 

50% chemoselectivity for cyclic carbonates (Scheme 2.19). 

 

Scheme 2.19. Bromohydration of 2.2 followed by CO2 addition.  

 

The major reaction products are 2.6 resulting from the expected CO2 addition 

reaction with acetyl group hydrolysis and 2.7 resulting from de aromatic bromination of 

2.6. The structure of these molecules was disclosed using GC-MS analysis of the reaction 

crude. The obtained chromatogram revealed two major peaks, one with a mass spectrum 

showing a molecular ion corresponding to the 2.6 cyclic carbonate (m/z = 224) differing 

from the previously obtained acetyl-protected cyclic carbonate 2.5 (m/z = 266) by the 

acetyl group mass. Additionally, the presence of the base peak characteristic of the 

eugenol derivatives at m/z =137 and respective fragments are observed. The analysis of 

the mass spectra of the other signal revealed a molecular ion with m/z = 304 followed by 

a characteristic peak at m/z = 302 with the same intensity, typical of bromide-containing 

molecules. Additionally, the spectrum shows a peak at m/z = 217 and 215 reveling the 

presence of the bromine atom in the aromatic fragment of the eugenol structure. These 

spectral data are in accordance with the proposed structure of 2.7 (Scheme 2.20). From 
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the combination of the 1H NMR and GC-MS data we were able to identify the major 

reaction products as 2.6 and 2.7 obtained in 20% and 30% yield, respectively. 

 

Scheme 2.20. Cyclic carbonate and bromohydrin species found through GC-MS analysis. 

 

From the GC-MS analysis we also were able to identify some of the minor signal 

as the bromohydrine intermediates. This reaction mechanism follows a well-known 

mechanism, which starts from the bromonium ion generation, which is then attacked by 

a water molecule, creating the bromohydrin intermediate. Then, the intermediate reacts 

with the carbon dioxide through a nucleophilic attack of the bromohydrin oxygen 

activated by base, resulting in cyclization by eliminating the bromide to yield the cyclic 

carbonate (Scheme 2.21A).57 Additionally, the formation of the aryl bromide eugenol 

derivative can be explained by the occurrence of the aromatic electrophilic substitution 

in the presence of the N-Bromosuccinimide (Scheme 2.21B). 58 

 

Scheme 2.21. A) Oxybromination methodology mechanism for the synthesis of cyclic 

carbonates. B) Aromatic electrophilic substitution in the presence of the NBS. 

 

These preliminary results present promising perspectives for the implementation of 

continuous flow processes for direct preparation of eugenol-derivative cyclic carbonates 

starting from eugenol. Optimization studies are currently underway.  
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2.5. Conclusion and future perspectives 

The flavor and fragrance industry (F&F) is one of the biggest industries in the world 

being also one of the most regulated. There is a constant need to develop new molecules 

and sustainable synthetic processes as the regulations became strict and every year more 

and more molecules are banned from this market due to safety concerns. In this context, 

we were interested in developing new natural-based derivatives to be applied in this sector, 

using new sustainable approaches regarding their synthesis. Therefore, this work is 

focused on the synthesis of eugenol cyclic carbonate derivatives as a potential F&F 

compound, using green methodologies and continuous flow conditions.  

The study started with the synthesis of the catalysts, which were used in the 

epoxidation reaction and the CO2 cycloaddition. Two porphyrin-type ligands were 

selected and synthesized using the nitrobenzene methodology, the TDCPP and p-

CF3TPP, with 5% and 14% yields respectively. The TDCPP ligand was complexed with 

manganese (II) acetate, which resulted in CAT1 with 88% yield, while p-CF3TPP was 

complexed with chromium (II) chloride resulting in CAT2 with 64% yield. Additionally, 

CAT1 was immobilized onto amine-functionalized silica particles, using a methodology 

based on chlorosulfonation of TDCPP followed by nucleophilic substitution and 

preparation of the manganese metal complex, resulting in a solid material with 2.75 × 10-

5 mol of manganese per gram of material (CAT1@NHSiO2). 

To prepare the desired eugenol cyclic carbonates we started the studies with the 

optimization of eugenol hydroxy group protection to prevent any possible reaction of the 

hydroxyl group in the further reaction steps. As protecting groups, we chose the methyl 

and the acetyl group, prepared under conventional batch and flow conditions. The 

methylation was performed using iodomethane and potassium carbonate, achieving 74% 

isolated yield. The acetylation reaction was done using sulfuric acid or K10 as catalysts. 

With sulfuric acid we achieved full conversion in batch conditions and 83% conversion 

under continuous flow conditions. When using K10 full conversion was achieved in both 

batch and continuous flow systems, being the use of continuous flow more efficient as it 

can produce more material per minute than the batch system under similar conditions.  
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Next, the resulting eugenol derivatives were used as starting material in the 

epoxidation of the olefin group. For that different methodologies were employed, one 

used organic peroxy acids, other uses hydrogen peroxide or molecular oxygen and the 

metalloporphyrins-based catalysts (CAT1 and CAT1@NHSiO2). In the first 

methodology, we used acetyleugenol as substrate and achieved 93% conversion under 

batch conditions and 83% under continuous flow. For the generation of high valent oxo-

manganese species we used CAT1 as catalyst, and two different oxygen donors, oxygen 

and hydrogen peroxide. The use of hydrogen peroxide showed to be more efficient so we 

proceeded with the studies using this oxidant as reagent. Using imidazole as co-catalyst, 

we achieved 83% conversion in batch and 77% conversion under optimized continuous 

flow conditions. This reaction was also done using CAT1@NHSiO2 as catalyst achieving 

only 13% conversion.  

Finally, we prepared acetyleugenol cyclic carbonate (2.5) using acetyleugenol 

epoxide (2.3) as substrate and CO2 as building block. For that we used CAT2 catalyst, 

PPNCl as co-catalyst and 30 bar CO2 pressure, which resulted in full conversion and 

>99% selectivity for the desired eugenol cyclic carbonate, which was then fully 

characterized using 1H NMR, 13C NMR, 2D NMR and HRMS (ESI) analysis. The toxicity 

of this compound was characterized using MTT assay, which indicated that put 

compound 2.5 is not toxic at 200 mM after 4 and 24 hours of exposure. Additionally, in 

a tentative to improve the synthetic route sustainability, we also performed some 

preliminary studies on the sequential synthesis of cyclic carbonates from olefins, using 

the bromohydration methodology. We achieved 50% yield for cyclic carbonate under 

continuous flow conditions, although it should be mentioned that the system needs more 

optimization, as under the used condition the major product results from the aromatic ring 

bromination of the cyclic carbonate (30% yield).  

In conclusion, we successfully synthesized and characterized the acetyleugenol 

cyclic carbonate in high yields, using green methodologies and continuous flow 

conditions, suitable for scale-up of the synthetic procedures. The preliminary biological 

studies showed promising results as the compound showed no toxicity at all.  

As future perspectives, we intend to perform the hydroformylation reaction on 

eugenol derivatives under continuous flow conditions, as the aldehyde type compounds 

are well known in the F&F industry and can be further modified into useful groups such 

as acetals and carboxylic acids (Figure 2.18). 
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Figure 2.18. Future perspectives in eugenol modification.  
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CHAPTER 3 

 

Experimental section 

 

This chapter contains all the information regarding reagents, solvents, techniques, 

instruments and experimental procedures used during the experimental work. It is divided 

into four main sections: Solvents and reagents (section 3.1); Instrumentation (section 3.2); 

Synthesis of metalloporphyrin-based catalysts (section 3.3) and Synthesis of eugenol 

derivatives (section 3.4). 

 

3.1. Solvents and reagents 

All the solvents and reagents were purchased from Merck, Fluka, Strem, 

Fluorochem or Sigma Aldrich. Air-sensitive reagents were kept under an argon 

atmosphere. The solvents were purified through distillation and dried as needed, 

following the standard procedures, described below. 

 

Tetrahydrofuran (THF), 2-methylterahydrofuran (2-MeTHF), n-Hexane and toluene 

 In a round-bottom flask, THF, 2-MeTHF, n-hexane or toluene was mixed with 

metallic sodium flakes and benzophenone and then kept under reflux until the solution 

became dark blue. The blue solution was then distilled and collected into a previously 

dried flask with activated molecular sieves (4Å) and stored under argon atmosphere. 

 

Dichloromethane and chloroform  

Chlorinated solvents were placed in a round-bottom flask, with calcium hydride and 

stirred under reflux for two hours. After that period, the solvent was distilled and passed 

through a column of basic alumina (grade I). The dry solvent was stored under argon 

atmosphere in a sealed flask containing activated molecular sieves (4Å). 
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Ethyl acetate 

The solvent was mixed with anhydrous calcium chloride in a round-bottom flask. 

Then, the solution was kept under reflux for 2 hours and distilled. The solvent was 

additionally passed through a basic alumina (grade I) column before being stored in a 

flask containing molecular sieves (4Å). 

 

3.2. Instrumentation  

Thin layer chromatography (TLC) 

 Thin layer chromatography (TLC) was performed using aluminium plates coated 

with silica gel 60 with fluorescent indicator UV254. 

 

Ultraviolet-Visible Spectroscopy (UV-Vis) 

All UV-VIS spectra were obtained using a Hitachi U-2001 spectrophotometer, 

using a 10 mm quartz cell and CH2Cl2 as solvent. 

 

Mass spectrometry 

 High-resolution electrospray mass spectra (HRMS (ESI)) were recorded with a 

Micromass Quatro LC instrument; nitrogen was employed as a drying and nebulizing gas. 

The mass spectroscopy was provided by the Mass Spectrometry Unit (UniMS), 

ITQB/iBET, Oeiras, Portugal. 

 

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) 

The 1H and 13C NMR spectra were recorded on a 400 Bruker Avance III NMR 

spectrometer (400.13 for 1H and 100.62 MHz for 13C), All spectra were recorded using 

deuterated chloroform (Chloroform-d) as the solvent, also the signal from the vestigial 

non-deuterated solvent was used as a chemical shift reference in all NMR spectra (δ = 

7.26 ppm). 1H and 13C chemical shifts are expressed in ppm and indicated in the following 
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order: Nucleus (apparatus, solvent): chemical shift (δ, ppm), the signal multiplicity is 

indicated as follows: s - singlet, d - doublet, t - triplet, q - quartet, dd - double doublet, ddt 

- doublet of doublet of triplets, p – pentet, m – multiplet. Followed by the coupling 

constant (J, in Hertz) and relative intensity (nH as the number of protons). 

 

Gas chromatography (GC) 

GC-FID 

Gas chromatography was performed using an Agilent-7820 apparatus equipped 

with a nonpolar HP-5 capillary column (5% diphenyl and 95% dimethylpolysiloxane), 30 

m length and with an internal diameter of 0.32 mm using nitrogen as carrier gas. The 

signal acquisition was done using a flame ionization detector (FID). 

GC-Method: 

• Initial Temperature: 100 °C; (hold 10 min) 

• Heating rate: 60 °C/min; 

• Final temperature: 300 °C; (hold 3 min) 

• Gas Flow: 1.63 mL/min; 

Conversion, chemoselectivity, and regioselectivity of the catalytic experiments 

were calculated using the following equations: 

Conversion (%) = (
Area(substrate +  products) − Area(substrate)

Area(substrate + products )
) × 100 

Chemoselectivit𝑦 (%) =  (
Area(all products from a functional group)

 Area(all products)
) × 100 

Regioselectivity (%) = (
Area(major isomer from a functional group)

Area(all products from that functional group)
) × 100 

 

GC-MS 

The GC-MS analysis was realised by Itecons-Coimbra, using a SCION 456-GC 

(Bruker) chromatograph equipped with an Rtx-5 column (5% phenyl / 95% methyl 

pyssiloxane, 30 m x 0.25 mm DI x 0.25 µm coating, Restek). The mass spectra were 

acquired using an MS EVOQ TQ mass detector.  
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Inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) 

The percentage of manganese in the CAT1@NHSiO2 was determined by an 

Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP) using a Thermo X Series spectrometer (Department of 

Chemistry, University of Aveiro, Portugal). 

 

Centrifuge 

Isolation and recovery of the heterogenous catalyst CAT1@NHSiO2 was executed 

in a Selecta Centromix-BLT. The samples were centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 30 minutes. 

 

Thermogravimetry (TG)  

Thermogravimetric analyses were made using a TG-DSC Perkin-Elmer STA6000 

with a heating rate of 10 °C min−1 to a maximum temperature of 800 °C and 20 mL min-1 

nitrogen flux (Department of Physics, University of Coimbra) 

 

High-pressure gas line 

All the catalytic batch reactions that required CO2 gas were performed in a stainless 

steel reactor connected to a high-pressure system belonging to the Chemistry Department 

at the University of Coimbra (Figure 3.1). 
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Figure 3.1. High-pressure system for catalytic reactions (Chemistry Department, 
University of Coimbra). 

 

Flow Chemistry 

The continuous-flow reactions were performed on a Vapourtec E-series apparatus, 

belonging to the Chemistry Department, University of Coimbra (Figure 3.2). The 

equipment standard configuration is three V3 peristaltic pumps, a chemical reactor 

(tubular, column and/or chip type) and a back-pressure regulator. The residence times 

were calculated using the default Vaportec software.   
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Figure 3.2. Continuous flow chemistry apparatus from the Catalysis and fine chemistry 
laboratory (Chemistry Department, University of Coimbra). 

 

3.3. Synthesis of metalloporphyrin-based catalysts 

Metalloporphyrin-based catalysts CAT1 and CAT2 were prepared by the synthesis 

of the correspondent porphyrins (TDCPP and p-CF3TPP respectively), followed by the 

complexation with the desired metal salt. The heterogeneous catalyst CAT1@NHSiO2 

was prepared by chlorosulfonation reaction of TDCPP (precursor of CAT1), followed 

by immobilization onto aminated silica particles and complexation with manganese  

acetate. All the procedures are described as follows. 

 

3.3.1. Porphyrin synthesis  

General procedure for porphyrin synthesis: To a mixture of glacial acetic acid (210 

mL) and nitrobenzene (105 mL) under stirring at 150 ºC, aldehyde (60 mmol) and pyrrole 

(60 mmol; 4.2 mL) were added dropwise, then the reaction was left for 2 h. After that 

period, cold methanol (200 mL) was added and the mixture was kept at 5 ºC overnight. 

On the next day, the solid was filtrated using a D4 silica filter and washed several times 

with cold methanol. The final product was dried in an oven at 70 ºC. The resulting powder 

was analysed by UV-Vis and 1H NMR. 
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Synthesis of 5,10,15,20-tetra(2,6-dichloro-phenyl)porphyrin (TDCPP) 

TDCPP was prepared following the general 

procedure for porphyrin synthesis using 2,6-

dichlorobenzaldehyde as aldehyde. The desired 

product was obtained as a purple powder in 4.5% 

(480 mg) isolated yield. The product was then 

characterized by UV-Vis and 1H NMR and the 

data are in good agreement with the literature.1  

1H NMR (400 MHz, Chloroform-d) δ 

(ppm) = 8.68 (s, 8H, β-H), 7.83-7.62 (m, 12H, 

ArH), -2.57 (s, 2H, NH) 

UV-VIS: 417.5 nm (Soret band) 

 

Synthesis of 5,10,15,20-tetra(4-trifluoromethylphenyl)porphyrin (p-CF3TPP) 

Following the general procedure 

described above, using 8.2 mL of 4-

(Trifluoromethyl)benzaldehyde (0.06 

mol). The final product was obtained 

as a purple powder in 14% (4.912 g) 

isolated yield. The product was then 

characterized by UV-Vis and 1H NMR 

and the data are in good agreement 

with the literature.2 

1H NMR (400 MHz, 

Chloroform-d) δ (ppm) = 8.81 (s, 8H, 

β-H), 8.34 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 8H, ArH), 8.05 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 8H, ArH), -2.83 (s, 2H, NH). 

19F NMR (400 MHz, Chloroform-d), δ (ppm) = -62.08 ppm (s, 9F) 

UV-VIS: 416 nm (Soret band) 
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3.3.2. Preparation of CAT1 

Synthesis of 5,10,15,20-tetra(2,6-dichlorophenyl)porphyrinatomanganese Acetate 

In a round-bottom flask, 100 mg of TDCPP 

(0.1 mmol) and 117 mg of manganese (II) acetate 

(0.7 mmol) were dissolved in 1 mL of DMF and the 

reaction was kept under reflux (180 °C). The 

reaction progress was controlled with UV-VIS. 

After 24 hours, the Soret band corresponding to 

metal-free TDCPP (417.5 nm) was no longer 

observed and the reaction was stopped. DMF was 

evaporated under reduced pressure and 20 mL of 

CH2Cl2 was added. The reaction crude was washed with 200 mL of distilled water several 

times and the organic phase was recovered and dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate, the 

solvent was then evaporated under reduced pressure Finally, the concentrated reaction 

crude was purified by silica gel column chromatography using mixtures of CH2Cl2/n-

hexane and CH2Cl2/ethyl acetate as eluents. CAT1 was dried under reduced pressure 

resulting in a greenish solid with 88% isolated yield (88 mg) and characterized by MS 

and UV-Vis and the data are in good agreement with the literature.3 

MS (MALDI-TOF): m/z= 997.872 [M]+ 

UV-VIS: 469 nm (Soret band) 
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3.3.3. Preparation of CAT2 

Synthesis of 5,10,15,20-tetra(4-trifluoromethylphenyl)porphyrinatochromium 

Chloride 

In a round bottom flask, 500 mg 

of p-CF3TPP was dissolved in 2 mL of 

DMF, the mixture was heated until 

boiling, then 74 mg of chromium (II) 

chloride was added, and the reaction 

was left under reflux (180 °C) for 2 

hours. The reaction progress was 

controlled through UV-VIS. After 2 

hours, the Soret band corresponding to 

free-base p-CF3TPP (416 nm) was still 

present in the UV spectra, and more 

chromium(II) chloride (40 mg) was added and the reaction was left under reflux. After 

24 hours the reaction mixture was cooled to room temperature, 20 mL of CH2Cl2 were 

added and the reaction crude was washed with 200 mL of distilled water four times. The 

organic phase was evaporated in a rotary evaporator, and a silica gel column 

chromatography, using mixtures of CH2Cl2/n-hexane and CH2Cl2/ethyl acetate as eluents, 

was done to purify the complex. The desired fraction was collected and the solvent was 

evaporated under reduced pressure and oven dried at 70 ºC for 2 hours. The desired 

product was obtained as dark green crystals in 64% isolated yield (0.347 g). CAT2 was 

characterized by HRMS and UV-Vis and the data are in good agreement with the 

literature.4 

HRMS (ESI): m/z 891.1512 [M+2Na]+ calculated for C44H20ClCrF8N4Na2 = 

891.0448  

UV-VIS: 447 nm (Soret band) 
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3.3.4. Preparation of CAT1@NHSiO2 

The heterogeneous catalyst CAT1@NHSiO2 was prepared following a synthetic 

route of chlorosulfonation of TDCPP followed by immobilization onto aminated silica 

particles and complexation with manganese acetate.  

First, TDCPP (300 mg, 0.3 mmol) 

was dissolved in chlorosulfonic acid (12 

mL) and the reaction was left for 2 h 

under reflux at 160 °C. After this period, 

chloroform (200 mL) was added to the 

solution. A continuous water extraction 

was carried out, with stirring, until 

neutralization using a sodium hydrogen 

carbonate solution. The chloroform was 

then evaporated under reduced pressure.  

The chlorosulfonated porphyrin 

TDCPPS was used without further purification. Next, 3 g of 3-aminopropyl 

functionalized silica (containing 1 mmol NH2/g) were placed in a 100 mL round flask, 

Then the sulfonated porphyrin was dissolved in 42 mL of triethylamine and the reaction 

was further stirred for 48 h, at 25 ºC. After that period the reaction crude was centrifuged 

(4000 rpm, 30 min) and the solvent was removed by decantation. This procedure was 

repeated two times with CH2Cl2, and then twice with acetone. Next, the obtained particles 

were dispersed in acetic acid and manganese (II) acetate (1 g, 6 mmol) and sodium acetate 

(300 mg, 4 mmol) were consecutively added. Then, the mixture was brought to 120 °C 

and left for another 48 h. Afterwards, the reaction was cooled to room temperature, 

centrifuged and the supernatant carefully removed. The obtained solid was dispersed in 

15 mL of CH2Cl2 by stirring. After stirring for 10 min, it was centrifuged (4000 rpm, 30 

min) and the solvent was removed by decantation. This procedure was repeated two times 

with CH2Cl2, ethanol and acetone each. The hybrid material was collected and dried in an 

oven at 25 °C for 24 h. After characterization with TG, ICP and UV-Vis. The TGA 

indicated a mass difference between the aminated silica and the CAT1@NHSiO2 of 3.3% 

corresponding to 2.75 × 10-5 mol of immobilized porphyrin. ICP analysis reported 2 mg 

of manganese per gram of functionalized silica. The data is in good agreement with the 

literature.5 
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3.4. Synthesis of eugenol derivatives  

3.4.1. Methyl eugenol synthesis (2.1) 

To a round-bottomed flask 2 mL of iodomethane (30.0 mol), 5 mL of DME and 1 

mL of eugenol (6.1 mmol) were mixed and then 4.21 g of potassium carbonate (30 mmol) 

were stirred for 48 hours at 25 ºC. After confirming the full eugenol conversion via GC-

FID, 20 mL of DME was added to the reaction crude and the organic phase was extracted 

by work-up with a 1 M hydrochloric acid solution and then with water. After the organic 

phase was dried using anhydrous sodium sulphate it was evaporated under reduced 

pressure. The resulting product, methyl eugenol (2.1), a light-yellow liquid, was isolated 

in a 74% yield (0.7854 g). The characterization are in good agreement with the literature.6 

 

1H NMR (400 MHz, Chloroform-d) δ (ppm) = 6.78 (d, 

J = 8.6 Hz, 1H, H6), 6.73-6.69 (m, 2H, H5 and H3), 5.95 

(ddt, J = 16.8, 10.1, 6.6 Hz, 1H, H2’’), 5.10 – 5.01 (m, 

2H, H3’’), 3.84 (s, 3H, H1’), 3.83 (s, 3H, H1’), 3.32 (d, 

J = 6.7 Hz, 2H, H1’’). 

13C NMR (101 MHz, Chloroform-d) δ (ppm) = 148.8, 147.3, 137.6, 132.6, 120.4, 

115.5, 111.8, 111.2, 55.8, 55.7, 39.7. 

 

3.4.2. Acetyleugenol synthesis (2.2)  

Acetyleugenol (2.2) was prepared following 2 different approaches, classical batch 

conditions and under alternative continuous flow conditions using two different catalysts 

(K10 and sulfuric acid).  

 

Batch conditions 

Sulfuric acid as catalyst: In a round bottom flask, 10 mL of CH2Cl2, eugenol (1 mL, 

6.5 mmol) and acetic anhydride (1.2 equivalents, 0.75 mL, 7.8 mmol) were added. Then 

three droplets of sulfuric acid (~1 mmol) were slowly added while stirred. After 5 min 

the solution was washed with a sodium bicarbonate aqueous solution and filtered through 
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a small silica plug to remove the colored products. After the residual solvents were 

evaporated and dried under vacuum overnight, acetyleugenol (2.2) was obtained as a 

colorless oil with 82% isolated yield and analyzed via 1H and 13C NMR. The 

characterization are in good agreement with the literature.7 

 

K10 or IRA-120H catalyst: To a round-bottomed flask 6 mL of acetic anhydride 

(10 eq., 65 mmol), 1 g of eugenol (6.5 mmol), 0.25 g of K10 or IRA-120H (25% wt/wt), 

and 10 mL of CH2Cl2 as solvent. The reaction was heated until boiling and left for reflux 

for 3 h. After that period, GC analysis was performed indicating full conversion. The 

reaction was stopped, and the K10 was filtered and washed several times with CH2Cl2. 

Then, several extractions were done using a bicarbonate solution, and distilled water. 

Finally, the solvent was removed from the organic phase through evaporation and 

acetyleugenol (2.2) with 96% isolated yield. 

 

Continuous flow conditions 

Sulfuric acid as catalyst: Two solutions were prepared in CH2Cl2, one of eugenol 

(0.23 M) and acetic anhydride (0.27 M) and another with sulfuric acid (1.84 mol). Then, 

the reaction was carried out in a 1.5 mL microchip using two peristaltic pumps and a 

volumetric ratio of 1 to 10 of sulfuric acid/olefin solution. The optimal conditions are 1 

minute residence time at 25 °C. The crude reaction was then analyzed via GC, obtaining 

83% yield for acetyleugenol (2.2). 

 

K10 as catalyst: A column reactor was filled with 1.78 g of K10 clay. The clay was 

previously activated in a heated oven overnight at 250 °C. The resulting dead volume was 

2 mL. A solution of eugenol (0.23 M) with acetic anhydride (2.3 M) was prepared in 

CH2Cl2 and then pumped through the reactor, pressurized to 8 bar. The best results were 

obtained with 20 min residence time at 70 °C. The GC yield was 98%. 
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4-allyl-2-methoxyphenyl acetate (2.2) 

1H NMR (400MHz, Chloroform-d) δ (ppm) = 

6.96 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H, H6), 6.81 (d, J = 1.9 Hz, 1H, 

H3), 6.78 (dd, J = 8.0 Hz, 1.9 Hz, 1H, H5), 5.97 (ddt, 

16.8, 10.1, 6.7, 1H, H2’’’), 5.15 – 5.08 (m, 2H, H3’’’), 

3.82 (s, 3H, H1’’), 3.39 (d, J = 6.8 Hz, 2H, H1’’’), 2.31 

(s, 3H, H2’). 

13C NMR (101 MHz, Chloroform-d) δ (ppm) = 169.2 (C1’), 150.9 (C2), 139.0 (C1), 

138.0 (C4), 137.1 (C2’’’), 122.6 (C6), 120.7 (C5), 116.2 (C3’’’), 112.8 (C3), 55.8 (C1’’), 

40.1 (C3’’’), 20.7 (C2’). 

 

3.4.3. Acetyleugenol epoxide synthesis 

Acetyleugenol epoxide (2.3) was prepared following 2 different approaches, 

classical batch conditions and continuous flow, using a Prilejaev epoxidation with  

mCPBA as oxidant.  

 

Batch conditions 

To a round-bottomed flask, 0.82 g of acetyleugenol (3.9 mmol), 0.82 g of meta-

chloroperoxybenzoic acid (1.2 eq., 4.8 mmol) and 20 mL of CH2Cl2 were added. The 

mixture was stirred for 30 h at 25 ºC, then the reaction was quenched with sodium bisulfite. 

The organic solution was then washed several times with a bicarbonate solution and water. 

Then, the solvent was dried using sodium sulfate and evaporated under reduced pressure, 

resulting in yellow oil. The isolated yield was 91% yield (0.7821 g). The compound was 

then characterized using 1H NMR, 13C NMR and HRMS (ESI). The resulting data are in 

good agreement with the literature.7 

 

Continuous flow conditions 

Two different solutions were pumped into a 10 mL tubular reactor, one with 

mCPBA (0.23 M) in CH2Cl2, and another with acetyleugenol (0.23 M) also in CH2Cl2. 
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The volumetric ratio of the acetyleugenol/mCPBA solution was 1.2, residence time of 40 

minutes, 8 bar of pressure, and 100 ºC. The GC yield was of 83%.  

[2-methoxy-4-(oxiran-2-ylmethyl)phenyl acetate] (2.3) 

1H NMR (400 MHz, Chloroform-d) δ (ppm) = 

6.96 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H, H6), 6.86 (d, J = 1.9 Hz 1H, 

H3), 6.82 (dd, J = 8.0, 1.9 Hz, H5), 3.82 (s, 3H, H1’’), 

3.17 – 3.12 (m, 1H, H2’’’), 2.83 (d, J = 5.5 Hz, 2H, 

H1’’’), 2.79 (dd, J = 4.8, 4.0 Hz, 1H, H3’’’), 2.54 (dd, J 

= 4.9, 2.6 Hz, 1H, H3’’’), 2.30 (s, 3H, H2’).  

13C NMR (101 MHz, Chloroform-d) δ (ppm) = 169.2 (C1’), 151.0 (C2), 138.5 (C1), 

136.3 (C4), 122.7 (C6), 121.1 (C5), 113.2 (C3), 55.9 (C1’’), 52.3 (C2’’’), 46.8 (C3’’’), 

38.7 (C1’’’), 20.7 (C2’) 

HRMS (ESI) m/z: obtained 245.0784 [M+Na]+ calculated for C12H14O4Na+
 

245.0790 

 

3.4.4. Methyl eugenol epoxidation 

Batch conditions 

Molecular oxygen: A glass vial was charged with the methyl eugenol (0.5 mmol) 

and 1 mg CAT1 (1 µmol), CH3CN (2 mL), isobutyraldehyde (0.18 g; 2.5 mmol). The 

reaction was conducted under vigorous stirring, at 25 ºC for 90 minutes, with molecular 

oxygen constant bubbling. The GC-MS yield was 28%. 

Hydrogen peroxide: The olefin substrate (0.5 mmol), MnOAcTDCPP (CAT1) (1 

µmol) and imidazole (0.25 mmol) or ammonium acetate (0.25 mmol) were dissolved in 

acetonitrile (2 mL). The mixture was introduced into a glass vial and 4 equivalents (2 

mmol) of hydrogen peroxide (35 %), diluted with acetonitrile (1:10), and slowly added 

over 30 minutes using a syringe pump. The reaction was conducted at 25 ºC, under stirring, 

for 3 hours. The GC yield was 83%. 
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Continuous flow conditions 

Hydrogen peroxide: A solution of methyl eugenol 2.1 (0.23 M), CAT1 (4 mM) and 

imidazole (0.11 M) was prepared in CH3CN. Another solution containing 35% hydrogen 

peroxide and CH3CN, in a ratio 1:1 was also prepared. The two solutions were connected 

to the flow system and pumped through a 10 mL column reactor with a volumetric ratio 

of 1:0.5 for the methyl eugenol 2.1/hydrogen peroxide solutions. At the end of the reactor, 

another portion of the peroxide solution was added with a volumetric ratio of 0.5 and the 

solution entered to another 10 mL tubular reactor. The total residence time was 50 minutes, 

and the reaction was carried out at 25 °C. The crude was analyzed by GC-MS and 1H 

NMR (good agreement with the literature)8, obtaining 77% yield. 

 

[2-(3,4-dimethoxybenzyl)oxirane] (2.4) 

1H NMR (400 MHz, Chloroform-d) δ (ppm) 

= 6.80 – 6.75 (m, 3H, H3,H5 and H6), 3.85 (s, 3H, 

H1’), 3.83 (s, 3H, H1’), 3.14 – 3.08 (m, 1H, H2’’), 

2.79 (d, J = 5.4 Hz, 2H, H1’’), 2.79 – 2.75 (m, 1H, 

H3’’), 2.52 (dd, J = 5.0, 2.7 Hz, 1H, H3’’). (from a 

reaction crude with 77% purity) 

GC-MS (m/z): 194.1 [M]+, 180.1, 165.0, 137.1, 123.0, 107.1, 91.1, 69.0. 

 

3.4.5 Acetyleugenol carbonate synthesis  

Batch conditions 

In a stainless steel reactor, 8.8 mg of CAT2 (0.2 mol%, 10 µmol) was added to 6.1 

mg of PPNCl (0.2 mol%, 10 µmol). The reactor was closed and put under vacuum at 80 

ºC, for 1 hour to remove any moisture. Then, acetyleugenol epoxide (4.6 mmol, 1.015 g) 

and 3 mL of CH2Cl2 were added. High-purity carbon dioxide was introduced to the reactor 

until 30 bar was reached. After 24 hours the resulting crude was analyzed by GC-FID, 

obtaining full conversion and >99% selectivity for the desired carbonate. Silica-gel 

chromatography was done to remove the catalyst and co-catalyst, using CH2Cl2 as the 

eluent. The solvent was evaporated under reduced pressure, resulting in a light-yellow 
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powder. The powder was then characterized using 1H NMR, 13C NMR and HRMS (ESI) 

analysis. The isolated yield was 91% (1.095 g). 

 

[2-methoxy-4-((2-oxo-1,3-dioxolan-4-yl)methyl)phenyl acetate] (2.5) 

1H NMR (400 MHz, Chloroform-d) δ 

(ppm) = 6.99 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H, H6), 6.83 (d, 

J = 1.7 Hz, 1H, H3), 6.78 (dd, J = 8.0, 1.9 Hz, 

1H, H5), 4.91 (p, J = 6.5 Hz 1H, H2’’’), 4.46 

(t, J = 8.2 Hz, 1H, H3’’’), 4.15 (dd, J = 8.6, 

6.8 Hz, 1H, H3’’’), 3.82 (s, 3H, H1’’), 3.11 

(dd, J = 14.4, 6.5 Hz, 1H, H1’’’), 2.96 (dd, J = 14.3, 6.2 Hz, 1H, H1’’’), 2.30 (s, 3H, 

H2’).  

13C NMR (101 MHz, Chloroform-d) δ (ppm) = 169.1 (C1’), 154.8 (C4’’’), 151.4 

(C2), 139.3 (C1), 133.1 (C4), 123.2 (C6), 121.5 (C5), 113.5 (C3),76.8 (C2’’’), 68.6 

(C3’’’), 56.0 (C1’’), 39.5 (C1’’’), 20.7 (C2’) 

HRMS (ESI) m/z: obtained 289.0683 [M-Na]+ calculated for C13H14O6Na+ [M-

Na]+ 289.0688 

 

3.4.6 Oxidative carboxylation 

Continuous flow conditions 

A solution of acetyleugenol (2.1) (0.33M), NBS (0.40M), and NH4OAc (0.033M) 

in H2O and acetone, 1:2 ratio, were pumped through a tubular reactor for 30 minutes at 

40 °C. Then, in a T-mixer, 3 volumetric equivalents of carbon dioxide at 8 bar and an 

aqueous solution of DBU (0.43M) were added to a 3.2 mL microchip at 100 °C, with a 

residence time of 10 minutes. The crude was analyzed via 1H NMR, concluding that 50% 

conversion for cyclic carbonate was obtained. Additionally, GC-MS analysis from the 

reaction crude was performed to elucidate the chemical structure of the reaction major 

products. 

4-(4-hydroxy-3-methoxybenzyl)-1,3-dioxolan-2-one (2.6) GC-MS (m/z): 224 

[M]+, 137, 122, 107, 94, 77, 65, 51, 43, 29 
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4-(2-bromo-4-hydroxy-5-methoxybenzyl)-1,3-dioxolan-2-one (2.7) GC-MS 

(m/z): 304 [M+2]+, 302 [M]+, 217, 215, 202, 200, 174, 172, 137, 122, 107, 94, 77, 65, 51, 

43, 29. 

 

3.5. Cytotoxic: MTT Assay  

The MTT assay was used to do a preliminar study on the toxicity of acetyleugenol 

cyclic carbonate (2.5). MCF12A cell cultures were established in 24-well plates (1 

mL/well). Cells were allowed to attach for 24 h, treated with three different concentrations 

(200, 100 and 50 mM) and incubated in a humidified atmosphere (5% CO2), at 37 ºC. All 

experiments were carried out in triplicate, and 2.5 was solubilized in DMSO (0.1% 

concentration (v/v)). After 4 and 24 hours of exposure, the cells were washed with a 

solution of PBS (1 mL), and a MTT solution in PBS (0.5 mg/mL – 500 μL) was added to 

each well. Then, the plates were incubated for 3 h. The violet MTT formazan precipitate 

was then solubilized by the addition of DMSO (500 μL) to each well and absorbance was 

measured at 570 nm on a microplate reader BioRad Xmark spectrophotometer. 
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ANNEX 

NMR spectra of acetyl eugenol (2.2) 

 

Figure A1. 1H NMR of acetyleugenol (2.1). 
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Figure A2. 13C NMR of acetyleugenol (2.1). 

 

Figure A3. HSQC NMR of acetyleugenol (2.1). 
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Figure A4. HMBC NMR of acetyleugenol (2.1). 

 

Figure A5. NOESY NMR of acetyleugenol (2.1). 
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NMR spectra for acetyl eugenol epoxide (2.3) 

 

Figure A6. 1H NMR of acetyleugenol epoxide (2.3). 

 

Figure A7. 13C NMR of acetyleugenol epoxide (2.3). 
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Figure A8. COSY NMR of acetyleugenol epoxide (2.3). 

 

Figure A9. NOESY NMR of acetyleugenol epoxide (2.3). 
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Figure A10. HSQC NMR of acetyleugenol epoxide (2.3). 

 

Figure A11. HMBC NMR of acetyleugenol epoxide (2.3). 
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NMR data for acetyleugenol cyclic carbonate (2.5) 

 

Figure A12. 1H NMR of acetyleugenol cyclic carbonate (2.5). 

 

Figure A13. 13C NMR of acetyleugenol cyclic carbonate (2.5). 
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Figure A14. COSY NMR of acetyleugenol cyclic carbonate (2.5). 

 

Figure A15. NOESY NMR of acetyleugenol cyclic carbonate (2.5). 
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Figure A16. HSQC NMR of acetyleugenol cyclic carbonate (2.5). 

 

Figure A17. HMBC NMR of acetyleugenol cyclic carbonate (2.5). 

 


